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Letter from the Editor

When I was a teenager I spent a hot summer day cleaning manure out of
my grandparents llama barn. Llama owners know this isn’t a fun task, especially
in areas that haven’t been cleaned in a few years. One would assume that I
must have needed some money, but at the end of the day I didn’t collect any
bills from the large stack of twenties my grandpa always carried around in his
wallet. Instead, my agreed to compensation was two storage boxes filled with
15-20 year old llamas and llama life magazines. I’ve regretted a few of the odd
jobs I’ve taken over the years, but I am very thankful for the hard days work I
put in as a teenager earning those old llama magazines.
I still pick through the magazines and look at old sales results, read
perennially relevant articles and view the ads featuring llamas whose names
can still be seen on pedigrees across the country. With American Llama
Magazine I hope to bring back the ideas I love from the old magazines but in a
new format with no subscription costs.
I hope you enjoy this first issue with contributions from many industry
leaders. It is my goal to involve everyone in this new magazine. If there is a
topic you’d like to write about, a question you’d like answered, or stories you’d
like to hear please reach out at llamamagazine@gmail.com.
Our magazine is free to download, so if you enjoy what you read and
would like to help support future issues please consider advertising or making a
small donation at www.gofundme.com/support-american-llama-magazine
Happy Reading!
-Kyle Mumford
About the Editor
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Before We Begin…

A few notes about this new magazine

See a llama website

Our current plan is to do two issues per year.

you’d like to visit?

Spring issue dates:

Click on a link and it

Article/Advertising Submission: 3-1-19

will take you there!

Publication Release: 3-22-19

This magazine is free to download and therefore is supported solely by advertising
and donations. If you like what you see and want to help support future issues
please consider advertising in the spring issue or making a small donation at:
www.gofundme.com/support-american-llama-magazine

Opinions and ideas expressed in articles,
advertisements or other content belong to the
various authors and does not necessarily reflect
the views of American Llama Magazine or its
editor. Letters of disagreement are always

Copyright August 2018 American Llama Magazine LLC
Content may not be reproduced without consent of the
publisher and the authors of individual articles.

American Llama Magazine LLC can not be held
responsible for veterinary or business decisions
recommended in this issue. Always consult with a
vet or a financial advisor prior to making changes
to your practices.

welcome.
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Current
Events
Shows and other
events in the llama
community

2018 March Llama Madness Highlights
By Darrell Anderson
Llama enthusiasts from 23 states converged on the C-Bar-C Expo Center in
Cloverdale, Indiana on April 6-8, for the sixth March Llama Madness Show and
Sale of Champions. New records were established as 350 llamas competed in the
seven different events that made up this year’s show.
More than 50 exhibitors, both young and old, took advantage of the first
MLM Llama Training Seminar on Friday afternoon. Mary Jo Miller led the
seminar, and Kelsee Robinson assisted her. Everyone enjoyed the training tips that
were shared.
Following a complimentary nacho bar, the brackets were announced for the
first competition, the 3-on-3 tournament. Exhibitor’s names were drawn from a hat
to seed the 16 spots on the tournament. Each farm brought their best three llamas
to the show ring, and went head to head against others in their bracket. Emerging
as 3-on-3 champions were the Ollendicks, while the consolation bracket winner
was McClain Farms.

If you help run a show or
event please consider
sending a few photos and a
100-500 word recap to
llamamagazine@gmail.com
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MLM 2018

The Prospect Futurity was held on Friday evening,
and it became crystal clear that the consignors had dug
especially deep for this year’s Sale of Champions. The
sale order was established and the crowd gathered at
5:00 p.m. on Saturday to find out who would win the
bidding battles. When the dust settled, new MLM
records were established for the sale average of $4,676;
top-selling female, Ollendick Farms Baba Sue, at
$14,000 consigned by Ollendick Farms and sold to
Michael West & Stephen Fritz; and top-selling male,
MSF Summit, at $12,000, consigned by Mark & Susan
Smith and purchased by Rick & Mary Adams. The sale
animals sold into 10 states.
Saturday’s schedule was very busy, as the popular
Olympic Futurity kicked off in Ring 1. Exhibitors
competed for over $7,000 in cash premiums, and were
scored Olympic-style by five judges.
In the other ring, record numbers of young people
competed in the various basketball-themed obstacle
courses, and extremely competitive showmanship
classes. The fleece show was ongoing until 12:00 noon
on Saturday. It attracted over 80 entries, and was
extremely competitive, with winners representing states
from coast to coast.
Other fun features at MLM include the “Best 6th Man” Award, which is a cash premium for the best sixth place
llama. As the show has grown in numbers, the competition has grown as well, and many of the classes had 12-15
llamas. So, all sixth place llamas are invited back in the ring near the end of the show, and each judge (double ILR
show), awards their best sixth place male and female.
American Llama Magazine
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MLM 2018

A new feature this year was the Rookie Class. It was designed to afford an opportunity for those that have never
competed at MLM previously. Many first-time exhibitors competed for this cash award as well.
Shortly after lunch on Sunday the performance courses were quiet and the Best of Show awards were presented.
Both Best of Show winners were unanimous for both judges. Best of Show Male was awarded to Penny McClain on
MCC Amahl’s Baymax, and Best of Show Female went to Ollendick Farms Baba Sue, the record-selling female in
the sale, now owned by Michael West and Stephen Fritz.
Darrell and Merlene Anderson would like to thank all of the sponsors, judges, clerks, ring stewards, vendors and
exhibitors for making 2018 a big success. Plans are underway for the 2019 MLM and the date has been set for April
5-7, 2019. Come to Indiana and join the fun. Merlene has been working on some new features again for next year.

Unanimous best in show female, also high seller in the auction.
Purchased by Michael West and Stephen Fritz, consigned by Ollendick Farms.
American Llama Magazine

Unanimous best in show male, MCC Amahl’s
Baymax, owned by McClain Farms
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Save 10% Off Your Next Order!
We are so excited about having an online Llama
Magazine for our industry so we are offering a one
time special of 10% off your purchase of $150.00 or
more. (This offer does not include Stillwater minerals
or dewormers.) Place your order online at
www.Useful-Items.com and write this code:
LLAMAMAGAZINE1 in the notes. Once we receive
your order, we will apply your 10% discount to your
order and adjust your invoice total. Or, give us a call
at 1-800-635-5262 to place your order!
Celebrating 25 years in business and

This offer expires 9-15-18

35 years as Llama and Alpaca Owners!
• Custom Orders

Alpaca and llama
leads and halters in

• Dewormers and Vaccines

all colors and sizes!

• Books and DVDs
• Gifts and Jewelry
• Farm supplies and much

www.Useful-Items.com
American Llama Magazine

sales@useful-items.com
1-800-635-5262
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2018 Cascade Llama Show and Sale
By Jacob Mumford
The 12th annual Cascade Llama Show and Sale was held on April 28th and
29th 2018 in conjunction with the 31st annual Oregon Ag Fest. Over the years the
Cascade event has taken different forms and has been held at a few different
venues. The auction has varied in size from 16 animals to 120 (our 2nd sale in
2008). We feel that this year’s auction is a good reflection of the llama business
at this time.
This year’s auction had 23 animals, 22 sold and one was a buyback for
$1,800. The selling price for the llamas sold ranged from $700 to $5,700 with a
sale average of $1,909. The 5 males averaged $1,420 while the 17 females who
sold averaged $2,052. Llamas in the sale came from Washington, Oregon,
California, and Montana and sold to states all around the USA including states as
far away as Alabama, Virginia, and New York! The increase in bidding and prices
was attributed in part to bidders being able to bid from all around the country
via our auctioneer’s online bidding platform.
Our Auctioneer this year was Justin Timm, who like myself grew up around
llamas and the llama business. According to Justin, this sale had more total
registered bidders and NEW registered bidders than any prior online auction.
Prior to the sale all animals had an online bid and no animals sold for less than
Lot 11, Rastaputin
$700. We appreciate all the hard work that Justin does to contribute to the
event, in particular I know that prospective buyers really appreciate Justin’s
honest opinion and objective assessment of animals they are looking to purchase. Buying from afar can be scary to
some but Justin is always very honest in his assessments of animals.
While I am onto accolades I need to thank my wife. Without her this event is not possible. She literally “does it
all” from designing, making, and setting up obstacles to handling the vast majority of the paperwork, show forms, and
show reporting. She also setup many of the llama stalls the weekend before along with another “right hand man” Larry
McCool along with FFA volunteers. Thank you also to Kyle and Jerrika Mumford, Melissa Cabe, Steve Crocker, Bonnie
Doble, Linda Romero, Melissa Ceriely and everyone else who lent a helping hand when they could.
American Llama Magazine
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HOLR Linda’s Crown Jewel -

This year’s show was also a success and included animals from Oregon,
Washington, California, and Montana. Our Judges were Cathy Kindler from
Georgia and Mary Jo Miller from Kentucky. They did an amazing job, we would
like to send out a sincere thank you to them each for coming all the way
across country to join our event! Congratulations to best of show winners New
Leaf’s Isabel bred, shown, and sold in this year’s auction by Sara McGovern of
New Leaf Llamas in California. Isabel was also the sale’s high seller, selling for
$5700 to Dianne Larson of Di’s Dream Llama Ranch in Oregon. Isabel was the
best of show under judge Mary Jo Miller. Congratulations also to Sherry
Tallmon of Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch in Oregon for having the other best in
show under judge Cathy Kindler with her beautiful female HOLR Linda’s Crown
Jewel.

Hidden Oaks Llama Ranch

As those of you who have put on events know, once the dust settles and
the results are reported you sometimes get a short break and then it’s time to
get to work on the next one. Meggan has already been researching and
designing new obstacle ideas while Jacob has laid some of the ground work for
the next auction. It will be time to get the entry forms
and start getting auction commitments before you
know it! The 13th annual Cascade Show and Sale will
take place April 27th and 28th in Salem Oregon in
conjunction with Oregon Ag Fest.
Be sure to mark your calendars, and keep an eye
on the Cascade Facebook page as well as our website
www.cascadellamashow.com.
We hope you can join us and if you cannot please
consider participating in the auction which will once
again be online with Justin Timm Auction Service.

New Leaf’s Isabelle - Purchased by Dianne
American Llama Magazine

Larson, consigned by Sarah McGovern
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Leslie Lane Llamas
Susan Leslie
Seguin, TX

High Altitude
Maddix X GNLC Radiance
National Champion and Best in Show Winner

Limited Outside Breedings Available

American Llama Magazine

Weddings, Community Visits and Events
Contact for Pricing and Availability

Email: leslielanellamas@gmail.com
Phone: 830-401-0819
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ILR Youth Clinic
By Kelsee Robinson
Youth support is the key to the future of the lama industry. The International Lama Registry knew this when
approving and supporting the proposal to hold an ILR Youth Clinic that was held in Crawfordsville, Indiana last May.
The purpose of the clinic was to provide an educational opportunity for the youth, 4-H leaders, and parents while
also raising money for the ILR Youth Scholarship.
The clinic was hosted by Mark Smith Farms and provided its participants access to sessions led by nationally
recognized judges and showman while at the same time providing memberships for all youth participants. What
could make it even better? The facility and all presenters donated their time and services allowing for 100% of the
clinic’s proceeds to be donated straight to the ILR Youth Scholarship Fund. It was a huge win for the youth of the
lama industry.
The presenters for the clinic were
Darrell Anderson, Mary Jo Miller, Kelsee
Robinson, Lisa Robinson, and Mark
Smith.
They focused on providing
information for each session from the
point of view of a judge, exhibitor,
leader, and parent. With every youth
participant, a leader or parent could
attend for free. “When planning this
clinic, we wanted to provide the
educational resources for leaders and
parents as well as the youth. We felt
this was important so the learning could
continue even after the clinic with their
help.” says Lisa Robinson.
American Llama Magazine
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ILR Youth Clinic

The clinic included a farm tour, lunch, and the following sessions:
• Selecting a Lama for your Needs
• Showmanship
• Navigating Obstacles and Performance Judging
• Grooming - Start to Finish
• Tips and Tricks for Training
• What a Judge is Looking For
The feedback from this clinic speaks volumes to its success.
“The ILR Youth Clinic was very informational. Being fairly new to the llama industry, it was good to see multiple
points of view on how to become show ready. The clinic started with learning how to choose the correct llama to
show and throughout the day I learned a lot about grooming, as well as showing in showmanship, halter, and
performance classes.” - Olivia Branam, Youth Participant
“I went to the llama clinic in May. It was my first time going to the clinic and my first year of showing. I learned so
many things. This year, I went on to get 1st in three of my classes and 2nd in another. The clinic helped me come a
long way from where I started.” - Chloe Bender, Youth Participant
“This year’s ILR Youth Clinic proved to be a great resource for my group of 4-H kids. I took a range from new
showman to seasoned llama handlers and there was truly something valuable for each of them… As a leader, I was
able to get the same information that I could later use to remind them what they had learned and even took new
techniques and skills back to our other club members. I saw huge improvements in their skills right away…” Amanda Smith, Leader

American Llama Magazine
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WOL Chiri Tumalo
The future of Wild Oak Llamas
is WOL Chiri Tumalo
WOL Chiri Rondo X WOL Far Niente’

Rick and Mary Adams
Bend, Oregon
American Llama Magazine
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2018 ILR SHOW DIVISION GATHERING OF FRIENDS AND CHAMPIONS
By: Mary Jo Miller, Gathering Committee Member
Everyone likes to claim success when it comes
to a llama show and the 2018 Gathering can
rightfully do so. In 2018, we celebrated our 8th year
of the ILR Show Division National Show. 244 animals
and another successful collaboration with the
Llama Futurity Association made for a truly fun
weekend.
Excellent weather accompanied the
camaraderie, competition and good times.
Continued success of the Gathering stems from
making the exhibitors happy. 2018 brought reduced
class fees, the continuation of a package fee for 5
classes for youth, great youth fun activities and a
new “vendor bucks” promotion which gave every
exhibitor vouchers to spend at the wonderful
vendors who attended. This benefited both the
exhibitors and the vendors. Vendors were
reimbursed by the Gathering for over $2,500 of
purchases with “vendor bucks”.
The Llama Fiber Cooperative of North America
again generously sponsored the Best of Show Shorn
Fleece and the Best of Show Fleece On. Not only
was a beautiful plaque donated by the cooperative but the winners also received a $100 gift certificate for the
cooperative. Larry McCool, a founding member of the cooperative, was on hand to present the awards and stayed the
entire weekend displaying the many items the Llama Fiber Cooperative of North America makes and sells.

American Llama Magazine
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ILR-SD Gathering 2018

Also introduced this year were the Gathering Traveling
Championship trophies for Get of Sire, Produce of Dam, Youth Champion
Performance and Open Champion Performance. These impressive
trophies are reminiscent of years gone by. Each recipients’ name will be
permanently affixed to the trophy and remain there as the trophy is
won by the next exhibitor and passed on in coming years.
The Gathering and the LFA sponsored a complimentary dinner on
Saturday night followed by the LFA new Novice Futurity and Fun classes.
Since Gathering concluded their classes on Saturday, the LFA World
Futurity was able to start bright and early Sunday morning.
You can check the ILR website lamaregistry.com for show results
and other llama activities.
This event proved again to be a “must come” happening for the
llama community.

Mary Jo Miller presenting the All American
Llama Award to Sharon VanHooser. Spicey’s
Gallant Pride was named “All American Llama”

Left: All
American

for having the highest combined halter, fleece
and performance score.

Llama award
winner, Spicey’s
Gallant Pride.
Owned by Rick
and Sharon
Vanhooser.
Right: Traveling
Championship
Trophies
American Llama Magazine
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ILR-SD Gathering 2018

2018 ILR-SD National Champions

Silky Wool Male
Champion- SRLL Meraxes, Harvey and Lisa Pool
Reserve Champion- MSF Fame and Fortune
3rd Overall- LILCO Countless Opportunities
American Llama Magazine

Silky Wool Female
Champion- MSF Purple Reign, Mark and Susan Smith
Reserve Champion- Hard Rock's Heart's Desire
3rd Overall- MSF Cora
16

ILR-SD Gathering 2018

2018 ILR-SD National Champions

Light Wool Male
Champion- Murali's Ichiban, Harvey and Lisa Pool
Reserve Champion- MSF Fame and Fortune
3rd Overall- LILCO Countless Opportunities
American Llama Magazine

Medium Wool Female
Champion- HF Valerie, Lloyd and Tami Lash
Reserve Champion- MSF Melania
3rd Overall- Santana's Camaro
17

2018 ILR-SD National Champions

Suri Wool Male

Suri Wool Female

Champion- Hard Rock's Pedal to the Metal, The Gerkin Family
Reserve Champion- GNLC Sabrego
3rd Overall- MSF Firecracker

Champion- HHNA China's 'Shall B’, Chris and Venesa Carter
Reserve Champion- Ollendick Farms Jeweleigha
3rd Overall- Klein Himmels' Amelia Earhart

American Llama Magazine
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2018 ILR-SD National Champions

Heavy Wool Male
Champion- MSF Mr. GQ, Mark and Susan Smith
Reserve Champion- MSF Show Stopper
3rd Overall- SRLL Tyrone
American Llama Magazine

Heavy Wool Female
Champion- SRLL Margherita, Ali and Fran Soukup
Reserve Champion- MSF Sedona
3rd Overall- MSF Simone
19

2018 ILR-SD National Champions
Not Pictured
Light Wool Female
Champion- SHF Indra
Reserve Champion- CVL Unique Bella
3rd Overall- LUA MyGirl Status
Medium Wool Male
Champion- PVL Chilean Snazzy Starr
Reserve Champion- Spicey's Gallant Pride
3rd Overall- SRLL Marco

Nonbreeder
Champion- Good Juju, Tom and Barb Parsons
Reserve Champion- SALR Co-Shock-Ton-Awe
3rd Overall- Ollendick Farms Switching Lanes

American Llama Magazine
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Zander Farms Argentine Female Sale
www.ZanderFarms.com

November 2-4, 2018
Louisville, Kentucky
www.northamericanllamashow.com
www.northamericanllamashow.com

2-in-1
Packages

November 3, 2018

Available

hpool@rockcreekllamas.com

Proudly Offering These Beauties for Sale!
American Llama Magazine
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Ohio State Fair Llama &
Fiber Show 2018
By Debbie Arendas
This year’s Ohio State Fair ILR show was
a great success with over 180 animals, 55
youth and 32 fiber products entered. Ohio
youth – 33 in all - got to compete in 4H
classes along with ILR youth. Thursday
started out with 36 youth doing judging,
while a variety of beautiful fiber products
and shorn fleece were being judged by Mary
Jo Miller. Then there was a pizza party with
cake & ice cream to celebrate the show’s
30th Anniversary. The evening ended with
fun games, costume class and leaping llama.
Friday, after opening ceremonies, all
the performance classes were judged with
about 100 animals going thru each of the 3
performance classes with judges Phil Feiner
and Tor Sorenson. Saturday morning, Mary
Jo Miller judged showmanship while Tor
Sorenson and Phil Feiner judged a double
point ILR halter show.

https://
www.faceboo
k.com/
SpaceyAcresL

American Llama Magazine
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Ohio State Fair

At the end of the
show our Best of Show
females and males were
picked by each judge.
Phil Feiner chose MSF
Melania as his Best of
Show female, owned by
Mark Smith Farms and
MSF Show Stopper as his
Best of Show male,
owned by Lashs’ Unique
Animals. Tor Sorenson
chose HF VALERIE as his
Best of Show female,
owned by Lashs’ Unique
Animals and MSF MR GQ
as his Best of Show
male, owned by Mark
Smith Farms.

MSF Show Stopper

MSF Mr. GQ, now owned by Bruce Gurney

Make sure to like
our Facebook page “The
Ohio State Fair Llama &
Fiber Show” to keep up
to date and plan to join
us next year July 18-20,
2019 for our 31st show!!
MSF Melania
American Llama Magazine

HF Valerie
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Four Ladies & Me Farm
Breeding for Big, Athletic, Beautiful Silkies
Meet a Few of our Herdsires

Indigo Merlot

SRLL Mandarb

Best of Show Winner

World Futurity Champion

Michael and Patricia West
East Bend, North Carolina
Nastaza’s Raphael
3x
National
Champion
American
Llama
Magazine

www.fourladiesandme.com

PVL Scorpion King
Sire of Champions
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Take the Mystery
Out of Llama Judging
By Darrell D. Anderson

Have you ever
been traveling home from a llama
show and you ask the question,
“What did that judge mean when he
said the llama that placed in front of
me in the halter class was more
balanced?” Or, “what was she
referring to when she said that the
llama ahead of me in the line-up
tracked more correctly both front
and rear?”
Whether you’re a rookie or
have been showing for decades, the
more you understand about judging
llamas, the more beneficial it will
be to you in evaluating your own
llamas at home.

American Llama Magazine

Kyle Mumford with Argentine Lumberjane

One of my favorite livestock
legends, Dr. Harlan Ritchie from
MSU, once wrote that, “Judging
instills confidence in those people
who may be timid, and humbles
those who tend to be conceited.” I
think that is very true, but don’t let
that affect your decision to learn
more about judging your llamas and
those you might be considering to
add to your herd.
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging

One of the unique scenarios we find
ourselves in the llama industry is that there is
not a true breed standard or end product that
we all are using as our goal. But again, don’t
let that discourage you from learning all you
can about judging llamas. In reality, llama
breeders are trying to relate “form” of the
animal with the “function” for it was intended
to serve.
So let’s take a look at some of the basic
areas of consideration in evaluating llamas.
For ease of this article, I will categorize some
of the most common traits to look for when
you’re at a show or at home in your pasture.
One of the first steps in discussing llama
judging is to become familiar with all of the
terms for the various body parts. Once you’ve
conquered that task, you will have a better
understanding of the faults and traits we’ll be
discussing.

American Llama Magazine
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging

General Appearance/Balance:
The llama should be well balanced,
symmetrical, and proportioned for its’ age. It also
should stand on four strong legs correctly placed,
and with no deviation. The length of the neck equals
the length of the legs, and two-thirds the length of
the back. The body parts should flow together as he/
she moves across the ring. The neck should come out
of the withers smoothly and not bounce when on the
move. The llama should move in a very comfortable
manner – if not, there is probably a structure problem
that needs to be evaluated. Watch for llamas that
have a clumsy gait, are weak topped, steep in their
rump, or look like a committee created them.

Rock Creek Llamas
Looking into the future with
our two
National Champion
Junior Herdsires….

ICHIBAN

and

SRLL MERAXES
L LAMAS FOR SALE
YEAR ROUND
R OCK C REEK F ARM & L LAMA C OMPANY
H ARVEY

Here is a photo of a
well-balanced,
straight- topped
llama.

American Llama Magazine
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L ISA P OOL

1024 P OOR R OBIN R OAD
A BBEVILLE , GA 31001
478-973-0124

W WW . ROCKCREEKLLAMAS . COM

www.rockcreekllamas.com
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging
Photo Credit:
JNK Llamas
www.jnkllamas.com

Weak Topped

Good Topped Llama

U-Necked

Body
The back of the llama should be straight with a high tail set and smooth shoulder/neck juncture. The chest
should have sufficient capacity for air exchange and the rib should be rounded to provide for internal capacity.
You may find that some llamas are easy-keepers and might be carrying too much weight, while others may be
under-conditioned.
American Llama Magazine
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging

Feet, Legs and Movement:
The skeleton is the framework, and if it is designed incorrectly, it will hinder the development and function of the
llama. That is why there is a lot of emphasis on correct feet and legs when judging llamas. Proper angle of the bones
on either end of the llama are a big part of flexibility and fluid movement.
Here are some common problems seen in llama structure and how each one impacts movement:
Post legged = short,
choppy stride, stiffness
of hock, leg is too
straight, causes the tail to
bounce

Narrow based =
narrow walking, some
rope- walking

knock- kneed = will wing
out when on the move

Splay footed = will wing out when
on the move

Photo Credit:
JNK Llamas
www.jnkllamas.com
American Llama Magazine
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging

Cow hocked =shorter
stride, close at the hock
and stiffness of hock,
choppy movement.

Sickle hocked = hind legs set too far under on the
move, causing a low tail set appearance when on the
move, rolled rump.

Weak pasterns = stiff, jerky
movement – not comfortable
Photo Credit: JNK Llamas

Breed and Sex Character:

Encompasses ear shape, design and overall style of the head. Males should look masculine and have two even sized
testicles. Females should look feminine, and have a vulva that is not too infantile or tipped.
Left: Llama with a

Left: Ears set

Left: Ears too

desirable head

too far forward

short and
straight

American Llama Magazine
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Take the Mystery out of Llama Judging

How do I learn more about judging? You can find
some veteran breeder that would be happy to visit with
you about llama evaluation. Most judges will also be glad
to visit with you, when they are not in the ring judging.
And of course, going to shows and watch and listen to the
judges, as they place the classes and give their oral
reasons is a great way to learn.
I have only scratched the surface with this article, but
hopefully it will help you start to erase the “mystery” of
llama judging, and help you design your breeding
program. Happy Judging!!

About the Author
Darrell
and
Merlene
Anderson live in West
Lafayette, IN. Darrell is a
certified ALSA and ILRSD judge and he has been
selected to judge the
national show for both
organizations. In 1980 he
coached the national
champion 4-H livestock
judging team. Darrell currently serves as the chairman
of the ILR-SD judges committee.
American Llama Magazine
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American Llama
Magazine
Your Farm Here!

Advertising
Our magazine is free to download and therefore
relies on advertising to cover expenses. Since the
magazine is free our readership has the potential to
be vast. Your ad will feature a clickable link to your
website and full color photographs.
Rates:
Full Page $50
Half Page $25
Business Card $10
Ad production - additional $20 (waived if you
create your own ad)
If providing your own ad
Half Page is vertical- see sample ad to the left
Format 8.5x11
Full page is horizontal
8.5 x 11 landscape

Show off your farm to existing and
future llama owners
American Llama Magazine

Contact Kyle for more information
llamamagazine@gmail.com
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McFarland’s Llama Farm

Looking to the
Future
Sugar River Llamas
Ali & Fran Soukup
Lyndon Station, WI

Let us share our
success with your
herd
Limited outside
breedings available

Offering llamas worth
looking up to since 1995!
Mount Vernon, OH - 740-397-7820

www.McFarlandsFarm.com
American Llama Magazine

Starr Alliance
Elwood Blues
Rector’s Cuzco
Dueces Wild
Eoghan

fran@srllamas.com
608-547-6504

www.srllamas.com
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GREAT
NORTHERN
RANCH
A farm tour and interview
with Steve and Sue Rolfing
by Kyle Mumford

American Llama Magazine
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Great Northern Ranch

“I almost gelded Merlin at one point!” is one of the first things Steve Rolfing says
after I have pressed the record button on my laptop. Speaking over our audible gasps
Steve tells me and Jerrika, “He was big, tall, and was going to make a great packer.”
This was in response to my wife Jerrika's comment that it must be nice to have enough
land to keep a group of young males and watch them develop until two or three years
of age.
During our long ride from Montana back to our home in southwest Washington I
had time to reflect on all of the things Steve said, including the fact that he almost
gelded GNLC Merlin. I came to the following conclusions that I hope to explain in the
coming paragraphs: I believe him when he said he had plans to geld Merlin, and if they
had gelded him I believe they would find themselves in the same position they are in
today, atop the llama world with their llamas in high demand.

As we pulled up to Great
Northern Ranch, a farm logo affixed
to a snow-plow battered mailbox
was the only clue that we were in the
right place. The Rolfing home, barn,
and llama herd are hidden behind
rolling hills and tall trees. We drove
through an open gate, over a cattle
guard, and started up the long,
winding gravel drive between split
pine rail fences, pointing out certain
llamas like Hollywood tourists on a
celebrity home tour.
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First to greet us was Maddie, a well-behaved English Springer
Spaniel. Steve was close behind to shake our hands and welcome
us to the ranch. Their home is a gorgeous log cabin with
immaculate, but not overstated, landscaping. The lawn is
peppered with mature aspens, old-growth ponderosa pine and
Douglas fir, with colorful flowers and shrubs planted strategically.
The house overlooks the pastures and barn from atop the gently
sloping property. We haven’t traveled 600 miles to admire their
beautiful home, so we head toward the llamas without lingering.
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The first llama we come to is GNLC Hightower, and
what a great place to start. The striking black and white
suri has his neck outstretched, hoping to impress onlookers
in the female field. He is athletic in build with a great top
line, strong bone, and suri locks down to his lower legs. His
refined face and draping suri fiber mask his true size,
tricking you into thinking he’s similar in size to other suris
you’ve seen. It isn’t until you walk up close that you realize
how aptly named Hightower is, at 48.5’’ at the withers,
over 400 pounds and 7 feet tall at the tips of his ears. Steve
calls Hightower “the coolest animal on the planet," and he
has reason to be proud of this stunning male whose
bloodlines trace back to the earliest days of the Great
Northern Llama Company program.

Above: GNLC Hightower Far Left: Hightower’s Sire, GNLC Merlin.
Left: Hightower’s Dam, GNLC Silver Lining
American Llama Magazine
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Next up was CTF Renegade’s
Vigilante, the other half of the
Rolfings’ stud lineup. Vigilante
was a high-profile purchase made
in partnership with Wil and Sherri
Tallmon in 2017. The $19,750 sales
price has certainly been a boost to
the industry, so it is fun to see the
llama behind the hoopla. Vigilante
is another striking paint, clearly a
theme at Great Northern Ranch,
with lovely silky fiber. Steve
prefers suris and Sue prefers
silkies, so it is fitting for them to
have one breeding male of each
type. Vigilante has an athletic
build that fits right in with
Hightower, and has exotic fiber
coverage down his legs. He has a
perfect head and ears with ear
fringe and bangs. Vigilante was
added to cross with the Rolfings’
Merlin and Hightower daughters,
so it will be exciting to see what
that mix produces in 2019.
American Llama Magazine
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After seeing the studs we moved across the drive to the
female fields. Great Northern Ranch is actually several
connected properties that combine to over 240 acres. During
nearly 30 years at this location, when an adjacent property
has come up for sale the Rolfings have jumped at the
opportunity. Seventy acres is timberland that Steve selectively
logs using his forestry background, some is used for growing
hay for the herd, and the rest is available to rotate the llamas
between large fields. The side of the property dedicated to the
females has a central barn without a large footprint, but
which is actually huge with a hayloft, main floor, and walkout basement on the sloped side.

Intuition and the Breeder’s Art
Sue joins us among the females who
are keeping cool in the shade of large
willow trees. Moms quietly chew their
cud as the crias get a bit restless and
wander off. The Rolfings had 18 crias this
year and not a single one is solid colored.
They are silver, black, and white, some
with speckles of color, but all of them
fitting in the wide "paint" category. This
year’s cria crop features five Hightower
offspring, two from GNLC Silvertone
(who passed away in 2017), one from Vigilante, and 10 from Sijama Ikandy. The Rolfings and the Wynias swapped studs
in 2017 as Hightower went to Oregon for a few months and Ikandy spent time in Montana.
American Llama Magazine
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Steve explains, “It gave both of us an opportunity to get new blood and to trade offspring to strengthen and diversify
our herds, which have similar goals. I fell in love with Ikandy at Cascade (Llama Show) some years back when he and
Hightower showed as juveniles.”
As we discuss which crias Steve might sell or keep, it is clear that the Rolfings have many more interested buyers than
they will have llamas for sale. While Steve could probably sell all 18 crias tomorrow, he is hesitant to say who will be for
sale, who is a future packer, and who is a future GNLC foundation animal. With plenty of space for young males, he is
cautious not to sell them too young, making sure they develop the quality his buyers will be happy with.
Regarding which young females might stay he says, “I look for what I like phenotypically but I also have to think,
‘Does it fit with my stable of herdsires? Can I breed it to Hightower? Will its traits be a good nick with Vigilante?” Steve
says his breeding decisions largely come down to one word: intuition. “That’s where the art of the breeder comes in. For an
artist, whether you're painting a picture or breeding an animal, it’s not all science. At some point it just feels right or looks
right.”

Left: Ikandy Female
Ikandy Female
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Right: Hightower Female

Ikandy Male
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Ikandy female
with her dam,
GNLC Divina

Silvertone Male

Hightower Male
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Ikandy Male

Ikandy Female

Silvertone Female
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As the females start to stand up to check us out or wander into the field, I am struck by the herd's consistency. Yes,
there are some things that vary like color, fiber type, and coverage, but the herd is consistently tall with long necks,
beautiful heads, and ears. Their bone structure and build, too, is remarkably consistent. The majority of the females can be
traced back to Steve and Sue’s original llama purchases. Steve pointed out one cria that can be traced back 10 generations
in the GNLC program. Each generation was an improvement on the last as they selected for their ideal llama: athletic, tall,
good bone, good personalities, and beautiful. Whether in his herd or someone else's, Steve’s goal is that his GNLC
production will “breed true.”
In recent years, in an effort to make the herd ever more consistent, Steve has been doing some minor linebreeding.
He is not shy about discussing breeding animals with a shared grandparent or great-grandparent, but he has some
reservations about calling it linebreeding. “What I’m doing is on the fringe of linebreeding and some geneticists wouldn't
even call it that.” It’s important to note that this is an intentional decision that Steve has researched and monitored, and
uses cautiously to perpetuate desirable characteristics of superior ancestors.
He calculates the fraction of genetic influence of a particular animal in a hypothetical cria just as one might calculate
how much Argentine or Chilean blood is in an animal. His cutoff point is 3/8. "I try to stay right around that, and would
only rarely cross to a higher degree to lock in a special trait.”
Linebreeding is a topic I researched further when I returned home. The 3/8 rule appears
to be commonly used in other livestock; the logic behind it being that an animal naturally
receives 1/2 of its genes from a parent. It is only when you cross the 1/2 threshold, where
an animal is getting an unnatural percentage of its genes from one source, that you have the
potential to run into problems.
Steve has also researched the down side of linebreeding. “One of the first things you
may see is reproductive issues: not getting pregnant, a lot of spontaneous abortions,
reabsorption, all that. We don’t see it (in our herd).”
Steve points out that linebreeding is just one tool available to llama breeders, and that
outcrossing is another tool that’s available. “If a person’s going to linebreed, there should be
a plan, a reason to do it, not just ‘I don’t have any other options.’ One reason is if you’ve got
a great dam that you want to turn into a male. If I can get her genetics concentrated in a
male, now I can make 10 babies a year out of her instead of just one. Linebreeding is a way
to take a great dam and try to get a great male from that line.”

Whether in his
herd or someone
else’s, Steve’s
goal is that his
gnlc production
will “breed true”
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It Starts with the Dams
As we stand in the female field Steve talks about a lesson imparted
to him by Dick Patterson: the overlooked importance of dams in a
successful breeding program. When the Rolfings started, it was widely
known that anyone serious about breeding llamas needed to get on the
Pattersons' sales waitlist. At their peak Dick and Kay Patterson had over
500 llamas in Sisters, Oregon, and they are credited with kicking off the
llama "industry." Their experience in selective breeding predates their
pioneering entrance into llamas as they had already successfully raised
Arabian horses for years.
While answering my questions
about breeding decisions, Steve often
referred to conversations at the
Patterson ranch in the early 1980s.
“Dick told me, ‘You’ve got two males
you’re thinking about buying and
they’re pretty close. I’d take the lesser
animal with the better dam line over
the better looking animal with the
GNLC Goose Bump
poorer dam line.’ Over the years I've
liked a number of males but I just
couldn’t get behind their dam line. If he’s clearly an outlier in a dam line, I’ll pass him
up no matter how great looking he is. It’s going to throwback to, regression to the
norm, to that dam line.” Whenever I asked about a famous GNLC stud, its dam line
was sure to be brought up in Steve's answer. In the paragraphs to come I use the GNLC
herdsires to mark various periods in the Rolfings’ breeding program, but the strength
of their program and the reason for their success is undoubtedly their dams.
Ripcurl’s Maggie Mae
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An Emphasis on the Dam

Catherine’s Gigi- 1978 female

GNLC Queen Liliukalani- 1984 female

GNLC Ninko- 1994 female

Dam of Queen Liliukalani

Dam of Ninko

Dam of Queenie and Silvertone

GNLC Queenie- 2001 female

GNLC Soul Shaker- 2005 female

GNLC Lady Luck- 2007 female still in

Dam of Soul Shaker and Merlin

Dam of GNLC Lady Luck

production, dam of Valentina and Binjin
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Mr. Organic
Another characteristic of the herd is something Steve calls “thriftiness” – a llama that is virile, hardy, and thriving.
This trait is obviously rooted in the GNLC herd's inseparable connection with packing. The Rolfings' original animals were
packers, they ran a llama outfitting business for 30 years, and they still train packers today, so it is important that their
animals are healthy and strong. Selecting for thriftiness through all their generations has led to success in both breeding
and on the trail.
Steve's minimalist approach to herd management, which led Marty McGee Bennett (of Camelidynamics) to dub him
"Mr. Organic," also contributes to the thriftiness of the herd. During Montana's long, snowy winters Steve plows paths to
open-air feeding areas and hay sheds to keep the animals moving and out of the barn's still air. He believes strongly that
they need to stay active to stay healthy and prevent birthing problems. Their sprawling, gently sloped pastures also keep
packers well conditioned year-round. It’s hard to argue with the results; every animal is very near a perfect weight, even
nursing mothers.
Feeding, birthing, and weaning are also managed to
avoid unhealthy stresses. "I put several mothers and babies
in a weaning field for a couple weeks. When moms go back
to the main herd, the crias stay in a familiar place among
weanlings they already know. This makes it easier for
everyone." Feeding is spread out so that every animal has a
place to eat without shoving and spitting to get their fair
share.
“It’s natural to anthropomorphize into the animals
what we as humans would like, especially if it makes
things easier for us. But unnecessary human interventions
can stress our animals and cause more problems than we
know,” Steve said, using birthing as an example. "I learned
long ago that I have far more problem-free births if I let the
One of multiple hay feeders
girls stay with the herd, and don't close them in just so I can
outside the main barn
watch them more easily."
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Doubling Down
While Steve may be an advocate for keeping his management
very close to what llamas experience in their natural state, he shared
two stories that show how deeply he cares for the llamas he helps
bring into the world at Great Northern Ranch. The first happened in
2012, as Steve arrived in the pasture one morning to find a white cria
that appeared to be dead. His exact words were “cold and lifeless.”
After spending a few moments kicking himself, wishing he had been
there earlier to assist he decides to try mouth to mouth resuscitation.
After several minutes the motionless cria showed signs of life, and
thanks to Steve’s efforts GNLC Gracie is still alive today. Steve points
her out as he recounts this story and says she has his breath in her
lungs.
The second story dates back to 1986, the heyday of the
International Llama Association, in which the Rolfings were leading
volunteers. The ILA would later help form the International Llama
Registry. Steve and Sue co-chaired the 1986 ILA Conference near their
ranch, in Kalispell, which was attended by 550 people and dozens of
llamas.
American Llama Magazine
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Steve: "The conference was a big deal in our lives! The
day before it starts, Sinopah delivers a weak, 13-pound,
white male baby, the lowest common denominator on the
value level, and we’re totally stressed out. I thought ‘Alright,
if I can’t throw everything I have into saving this struggling
animal, then I have no business raising them, no matter what
they're worth.’ So I made that commitment: I’m going to
stand by this animal. Nine hours later the key speakers all
arrive at our house for dinner. I'm out in this little modified
chicken coop we have for a warm room, giving a bottle to the
new baby along with Murray Fowler (DVM, UC Santa Cruz),
LaRue Johnson (DVM, Colorado State U.), and everybody. I
say, ‘Hey look, here comes the placenta!’ and LaRue goes
over and says, ‘There’s a nose in there!’ And boom, Sinopah
pops out another baby! A 15-pound, black and white male.
So now I’ve got tiny twin male babies. I felt that was God
saying, ‘Alright Steve, you made the right decision, but I'm
going to double down on you. You’re going to have two to
take care of in the middle of this event.’ So not only was it a
bigger burden, but it was really special, too.”
GNLC Sinopah went on to produce seven sets of live,
fertile twins, including four females (two sets of twins) in just
355 days while the market was booming. It’s hard to argue
with Steve’s assessment that God was testing him, and I
would say he passed with flying colors.
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Waiting in the Wings

Future Packers
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After surveying the females we adjourned to the
house where Steve and Sue patiently chatted with us as
my two pages of questions turned into three hours of
conversation about their journey with llamas. After the
interview we stretched our legs on the long driveway
and looked at the pack
geldings and young
males. The boys were off
in the shade somewhere
so Steve rattled a bucket
of grain to draw them
closer. Soon after they
came barreling over the
hill.
A couple of large
packers and two yearling
future packers all have the same haircut: strip-sheared
except for a mane Steve leaves down the back of their
neck. All are robust with large frames. With them are three
yearling suri stud prospects Steve is watching develop,
including a paint son of Hightower and a jet black suri
named Brunello, the last Merlin cria. Steve does not
discuss the sentimentality of the last cria from his
legendary herdsire, but rather focuses on his dam line. "I'm
especially interested to watch Brunello because of his
GNLC Brunello
mother. Valentina is super cool, from a great dam line and
stands 82" at the poll. She’s the tallest llama on the place."
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While we are surveying the young males the one who catches my attention is GNLC Edgy. He is an athletic suri with
two-tone brown and black coloring and a flash of white on his head and neck. He has an extremely long neck and stands
with commanding presence. Edgy came from the Rolfings' 2015 lease of Eskalero from Buck Hollow Llamas, and his dam
is a Merlin daughter named GNLC Minx. Steve is somewhat
cautious about saying whether he will retain Edgy as a GNLC
herdsire, but it may be worth noting that the great GNLC Merlin
was not bred until he was three years of age, presumably because
Steve was still making up his
mind about him. I for one will
be watching to see what
becomes of the promising,
young GNLC Edgy.

The Day Winds Down
During a long, last look at the
female herd I am struck again
by its consistency: consistently
tall,
consistently
strong,
consistently beautiful. Back at
the house we discussed the
llama industry and what might
be done to help get more
people involved. Eventually
we thanked the Rolfings for
being so generous with their
time, and headed back to our
hotel.
GNLC Edgy
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At the beginning of the interview, when I heard Steve say that he
once had plans to geld Merlin, likely the most important herdsire of the
last decade in llamas, I scoffed. To me it was on par with the Chicago
Bulls saying that they almost released Michael Jordan from the squad.
During several of Merlin’s 11 years of life he stood as the most well
known and impressive male in the industry. Now, after his untimely
death, he has passed that title to a couple of his incredible sons. The
name GNLC Merlin belongs in the conversation of the most impactful
llamas in the history of American llama breeding. But after everything I
learned and saw – their beautiful pack geldings, a gorgeous 2-year-old
male Steve isn’t quite ready to commit to – I now believe Steve when he
says “I almost gelded Merlin."
I also think that the Rolfings would
still find themselves on top of the llama
world even if they had gelded Merlin. To
pin their recent success solely on the arrival
of one male, impressive as he was, ignores
the fact that the strength of their program is
in their female herd. GNLC Merlin and the
offspring he produced were not the result
of luck or chance, they were the
culmination of 40 years of hard work and
innovative thinking that has led the
Rolfings to where they sit today: breeding
the most coveted llamas in the country.
GNLC Bella
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3 generations: GNLC
Mags, GNLC Goose
Bump and GNLC Ten Gen

GNLC Minx
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Part II
The History of
Great Northern
Ranch

Great Northern Ranch
GNLC Ten Gen
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Where it All Started
Steve and Sue Rolfing were high school sweethearts who
moved from northern Illinois to northwest Montana in the
1970s. Sue said, “I should have seen this ranching thing coming.
On our first date he took me to the Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago!” In Montana Steve pursued a career in forestry while
Sue worked as a writer. In the late ‘70s Steve began to
experience chronic back pain that prevented him from carrying
his work equipment and threatened his career path.
Sue remembered, “We told a friend, a veterinarian, what
was going on. He said ‘I know some people who have these
animals who carry your stuff but you don’t ride them.' We
found them just 20 miles away, put a deposit on a baby, and
then tried to find more." Given that this was 1979, the process
involved many phone calls and long car rides, and they heard
“Yes, we have llamas, but none for sale” quite a few times.
Sue: “That Christmas (in 1979) we were at (Steve’s) mom’s
house in California. Her hairdresser also did (Hollywood
actress) Kim Novak’s hair, and she told Kim about us. Kim and
Bob (her husband, veterinarian Bob Malloy) invited us to their
home in Carmel where we bought a baby female and two
trained pack males. They did so well in their first season on the
trail that Steve immediately started applying for permits to
guide backcountry llama trips." He also destroyed Sue's sewing
machine making llama packs before any were manufactured.
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Left: Kim Novak, Right: Sue Rolfing and their first female,
GNLC Mistletoe
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Kim's weanling grew up to be the Rolfings' first foundation female.
"Mistletoe" produced multiple herdsires and her offspring sold for a total
of $280,000 including Montana Kid Currey, winner of the first U.S. llama
futurity. In time the Rolfings' breeding program became as successful as
their outfitting business, which was featured numerous times in print
and broadcast media including the NBC Today Show, Dirty Jobs and
Trailside on PBS. In the early ‘90s Vice President Dan Quayle and his
family joined Steve on two pack trips. He was accompanied by a large
secret service entourage and White House communications equipment.
On one trip they were joined by the infamous nuclear football, because
President George H.W. Bush was overseas at the time.

Above: GNLC Mistletoe at 15 years of age
Left: While serving as Vice President, Dan Quayle and his
children (center) took two llama pack trip vacations with
Steve (far right). Steve’s brother Mark (far left) and his wife
Debi (pink shirt) were also on the Quayle family trips.
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Dumb Luck

Throughout the early ‘80s the Rolfings added to their llama herd from notable programs such as the Tillmans' and the
Pattersons'. At this point in the journey, their female llama selection process was as follows: 1. Is it a llama? 2. Is it for sale?
Sue uses the term “dumb luck” when discussing their first decade of llama breeding, feeling that they lucked into
purchasing beautiful animals and producing beautiful offspring in the early stages of their program.
A huge smile comes to her face as she tells about a particularly memorable purchase in their early, nonselective llama
buying days: “Oh my gosh, Andy (Tillman) didn’t have much to let go of and we felt sorry for this one that was kind of a
cripple. It didn’t occur to us that she was not an ideal animal!” Sue laughs as Steve points out that it was an old injury and
not a genetic problem.
As their herd slowly moved toward 10 breeding females, their place on the
Patterson wait list came up and the Rolfings took a trip to Sisters, Oregon. With the
largest herd in the country, Patterson stock was in high demand. Steve credits his
conversations with Dick with helping him move from being a llama collector or
reproducer to being a true llama breeder.
Sue: “I’ve noticed as Steve talks with you that he mentions Dick Patterson a lot.
Dick was influential not only to the whole llama industry but to Steve as a young
man willing to just sit at Dick’s feet and listen to him.” Dick started Steve's first
buying trip with a look at his horses. The Pattersons were well known in the Arabian
horse world long before they ventured into llamas. Their world-famous stallion
Negatraz was on the hot-walker, and Dick had Steve watch him move. Reflecting on
the grace of the Patterson Arabs, Steve muses that horse-like movement is one the
goals not yet fully achieved in his llama breeding program.
Steve recalls that their visit to the Pattersons was the first time they had a chance to be selective about which llamas
they would buy. "It was like ‘OK, Steve, your name has come up on my list. Here are 10 animals and you can pick two of
them.’ Then there were other ‘maybe’ animals that you could negotiate on, but price didn’t matter. You couldn’t go in and
offer $10,000 for something not on the sales list. Every female on the list was $3,000 plus you had to pick a male, who was
always 500 bucks.” The practice of selling male/female pairs at a set price was something the Pattersons started, and it was
adopted as a business practice industry wide. The Rolfings, too, initially sold their llamas in pairs for a set price when they
had built up their herd to a point where they could begin offering some for sale.

…price didn’t matter…
Every female on the
list was $3,000 plus you
had to pick a male, who
was always 500 bucks.
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Game Changers
In their early days, visiting with other owners was the best
way to learn about llamas. Sue: “There was virtually no
information in English, it was all in Spanish, so we just
winged it.” Steve added, “For me that was attractive. There
was nothing to do wrong, because nobody knew what was
right. That was kind of fun.”
Sue credits the arrival of llama auctions and conferences
with bringing selective breeding to the industry as a whole. “It
was easier for us, it was easier for everybody. We all started
coming together with our animals. Otherwise you had to
literally go driving all over the country trying to find what
you were looking for. With the advent of auctions and shows
at big conferences, people paid attention to how they were
breeding and they could find the ingredients they were
Steve in a cart race at the 1986 ILA Convention
looking for.”
During the high dollar days of the mid 1980s to the early 1990s, Steve and Sue Rolfing were right at the center of
the booming llama industry. "I don't know how we did it," Sue laughs. In their early 30s, they were self-employed parents
of two young children, independently running Steve’s outfitting business, and were involved with several other llamarelated endeavors. Steve served two terms as president of the International Llama Association (ILA). Sue wrote catalog
copy for national retailers, and a column for the new Llamas magazine, and features for Llama Life and Llama Banner. She
oversaw the ILA's newsletter, its educational brochure series, and the ILA's national conferences for owners and
veterinarians. The couple was instrumental in founding a local llama club and the ILA's North Rockies Chapter. Through
the ILA they helped promote llamas, defend them from federal actions that threatened ownership and backcountry use,
change llama classification from exotic to livestock, and merge several start-up registries into the International Lama
Registry. As the new registry, on whose board Steve served, and the ILA's regional affiliates grew in strength and number,
the ILA yielded to them and eventually disbanded.
American Llama Magazine
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When the first Hartman llama auction occurred in the mid 1980s, the Rolfings chose not to participate but a Canadian
customer took his GNLC male to the inaugural event and sold it for five figures. As Sue tells it, “He bought Pippin from us
for $500, because every male was $500. He grew him up, changed his name to something much more manly, took him to
Hartman’s . . .”
" . . . and sold him for something like $45,000!" Steve interjects.
Sue: “We thought, ‘If he can sell our animal for that kind of price, we ought to be able to do it, too.'” And they did. At
Hartman's second auction, Montana Kid Currey topped the sale at $70,000, plus won a $10,000 futurity prize. Both Pippin
(a.k.a. Moses) and Kid Currey were out of Mistletoe, the Rolfings’ first female.
Sue calls these early auctions “a real game
changer” as suddenly the firm ceiling of llama
prices, established and advocated by the
Pattersons, was soaring into the sky. Looking
back at the Rolfings’ llama journey, their
decision to move aggressively into the llama
industry in the early ‘80s was similar to
someone buying Microsoft stock in 1986. As
Steve remembered it, “When the llama market
busted loose, and others were continually
collecting, we had been breeding long enough
that we were ready to sell. It was a great thing
to be debt free at a young age because people
were paying cash for our animals. We sold
Kid Currey, then went and paid off the
mortgage.”
Steve with Montana Kid Currey, being handed
handed a check from Fred Hartman.
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Making Waves
Kid Currey was the first of many high-profile sales for the Rolfings. They again made waves at the first Celebrity Sale,
in 1989, by consigning their lead herdsire and one of the most popular studs of the day. GNLC Catman was bred by
Patterson and purchased by the Rolfings in 1985 at the side of his dam. Steve recalls that as Catman developed at the
Patterson Ranch, prior to being transported, Dick called to say he had second thoughts about letting go of the striking, jet
black male, but Steve held him to their agreement.
For Steve to sell Catman in 1989 is akin to him consigning Hightower to an auction today. Catman was featured
heavily in advertising and females were being shipped to GNLC from all over the country for outside breedings. That first
Celebrity Sale set auction records for both male and female llamas that would stand for over a decade, and both animals
came from Montana. Mirabelle, bred by Taylor Llamas in Bozeman, sold to Iris Christ of Llama Wood Farms. The Rolfings
reminisced about Iris boldly
standing with her hand in the air,
fighting off all bidders until the
gavel fell at $170,000. Catman was
purchased a few lots later for
$175,000 by the Taylors along with
four partners in Bozeman. They
had all been buying outside
breedings to Catman, and didn’t
want to see him hauled off to
another part of the country.
Left: Sue, Steve, GNLC Catman,
Mirabelle, and Iris Christ.
To the far right is the trailer the
Rolfings were awarded for
consigning the high seller.
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GNLC Catman sold for $175,00 in 1989.
When adjusted for inflation that is more than $350,000 today,
higher than Newevo’s record breaking price.
American Llama Magazine

The sale of Catman was a great moment in
llama history – one that almost didn’t happen. As
Steve tells it, “The first Celebrity Sale was going to
be in October. We consigned Stage Fright, a
weanling female that was just gorgeous. I had been
offered a lot of money for Catman, like $125,000 but
I was cocky and said, ‘No, he’s making us a lot of
money for stud service, I’m not going to sell him.’ I
was pretty proud of him. He was my guy, you
know? Then came a big thunder crash in our
pasture early one June morning. I go out there at
7:30 and there’s four dead llamas including the one
we were going to sell.” The ground was so
saturated by rain that a mother, her newborn baby,
and two other llamas, including Stage Fright, were
all killed by one lighting strike.
“Tim Vincent had been bugging me to consign
Catman and I always said no. Then (the lightning
strike) happened. It was like God hitting me with a
stick and saying, ‘Steve, you idiot! Sell that llama,
take care of your family, put the money in the bank.’
About a week later I called Tim and said, ‘Yeah, I’ll
put him in the auction’ and he sold for $175,000. So
that was just a clear message that you’ve got to hold
everything loosely.” Sue adds, “Don’t hold it too
tight, because it's not yours. Ultimately anything
can be taken away from you.”
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The Rolfings would follow up the sale of Catman in 1989 by selling
their next two lead herdsires for over $150,000 each. GNLC Prospectus was
a Fiduciary son, owned in partnership with another Montana ranch, who
sold at the 1991 Celebrity Sale. GNLC Liberty Valence, a Mistletoe son, was
sold off the farm in 1992. That same year they bought raw land and started
creating the ranch they call home today. They moved into their new log
home in 1993 along with daughter Katie, then 11, and son Jamie, 8. They
called it “the house three llamas built."
I asked the Rolfings about selling herdsires that are still in their prime, a
habit they have changed only
in recent years. Sue: “It’s
GNLC Liberty Valence
because we have so few
females. We always keep a
few babies, sell a few older
girls. We were keeping (our
studs') daughters so we had
to let them go.” Steve added
that, “It was also intriguing to
me to switch to a new stud
after three or four years, while at the same time capitalizing on a previous
one before he became old news. This had the effect of moving our herd type
forward rather quickly, and helped keep the ranch always profitable.”
The Rolfings credit God with their well-timed entry into the llama world
and the success they have experienced in it. Sue: “This is where the God
thing comes in. It looked like the end of life as we knew it when Steve's back
started breaking down. He wasn’t going to be able to make a living the way
we thought. The bad thing led us to llamas, which became an explosively
good thing. It’s the epitome of a blessing in disguise.”
American Llama Magazine
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Breeding Beauty in the Beast
At some point in their first decade with llamas, the Rolfings' early “dumb luck” was replaced by experience on their own
farm, ideas pulled from conversations with luminaries like Dick Patterson, and Steve's drive to become a true llama breeder.
"A breeder needs vision," Steve says, and his vision of the ideal llama started on the trail: a large, athletic animal with a
strong build, perseverance, and an easy-to-work-with personality. The Rolfings’ first llama was a packer and I suspect their
last llama will be a packer, too.
For many years the GNLC slogan has been Breeding Beauty in the Beast. Steve: “We coined that phrase in 1986. On the
trail we sing that Rolling Stones song ‘I’ll never be your beast of burden.’ The core really is that llamas are a beast of burden.
We started a llama packing business in 1980, so then it was just how to make that a beautiful llama. I wanted to breed a
beautiful, athletic pack animal.” Sue joins in, “There’s nothing wrong with a packer being beautiful and, yes, it can have a lot
of wool. You just shear it off. You don’t have to breed them without the wool, we all have clippers!”
Throughout the Rolfings' 40 years in the llama industry, the definition of what makes a beautiful llama has changed.
Certain colors were in and out of vogue, then imported blood was all the rage, then suris took over, Argentines became
popular, and so on. Through all of these changes, the fiber type or color of the GNLC foundation herd may have changed but
the bodies underneath have only gotten bigger and stronger, because llamas will always be the Rolfings’ beasts of burden.
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Following a Different Drum Beat
After Great Northern's high-profile, six-figure sales
in the early ‘90s, the llama market experienced a big
shift as the prospect of high prices caused a flurry of
importations. Suddenly sires like Catman and
Fiduciary, who were bred from original North
American bloodstock, were less popular than Macho
Camacho and LW Kissam, who were imported from
Chile and Bolivia. Concerns over having enough
genetic diversity to sustain the U.S. llama population
long term fueled the craze for imported outcrosses, and
animals of unknown pedigree claiming to be “Full
Chilean” or “Full Bolivian” became the new high sellers
at auctions.
The Rolfings, on the other hand, were in no hurry
to add imported stock and have never based breeding
decisions on country of origin. When I asked Steve why
he stayed away from imported genetics he said, “I
didn’t touch it at all. Unpredictable, random, not big,
not the size animal I wanted." He also mentioned his
seven trips to South America, between 1982 and 1996,
where knowledge of best breeding practices were
lacking and he found alpacas and llamas running
together in many herds. Steve places a strong emphasis
on lineage, so the idea that a llama was imported with a
blank, "unknown x unknown" pedigree was a reason
for the animal to be worth less to him, not more.
American Llama Magazine

GNLC Switchfoot
GNLC Merlin X Wild West Blue Moon

Our thanks to Harvey and Lisa Pool for helping
us add some GNLC genetics to our herd.
Kyle and Jerrika Mumford of Ridgefield, WA

www.VolcanoViewRanch.com
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In 1994 the next herdsire of merit joined the
GNLC program, an exemplar of the type they hoped
to produce with a long pedigree of well-bred North
American stock behind him. At the Hoffmasters' Mill
Creek Farm auction, a yearling male named MCF
Etol captured everyone’s attention. “He was the
prettiest llama ever!” Sue exclaims as soon as the
name “Etol” has left my lips, “He was a rich, dark
brown with a tuxedo that made him look even
stretchier than he already was. Everybody was
drooling over Etol. He was the best animal there.”
They decided they could spend up to $40,000, but
given all the buzz for this promising herdsire
prospect, they figured they would come up short.
Steve explained that Etol was early in the sale
and fell in a “hole” with a lack of lively bidding. Sue
can’t hold back her Etol enthusiasm and interjects,
“Patterson had gone to the bathroom! He really
wanted him, but he missed it! Etol came up but
bidding on him was really slow, which had everyone
confused. I think nobody expected they could afford
Etol, so they just weren't bidding. We were shocked
that we got him, and for just $20,000!” They weren't
the only ones who were shocked. Steve says that
after the sale Dick Patterson offered him $20,000 for
half interest, which they declined.
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In 1995 the Rolfings purchased their first
imported animal, a Chilean male named
Llanero de Temuco, in partnership with Paul
and Sally Taylor. Steve knew both Llanero
and his parents, so was comfortable adding
this import of known pedigree to his herd.
Llanero came from the Taylor's Temuco
project, in which Steve played a role by
traveling with Paul to help select the finest
llamas in Chile for a selective breeding
program. Of course imported genetics were
not the only reason Llanero became one of
Steve's main herdsires.
“He had enough size, and that really
crisp topline. That was an ingredient that I
wanted. He proved himself, he was a really
good sire, he passed on his top line. Another
great thing was you could breed him to a
solid black or solid brown animal and he’d
throw a paint every time. An animal gets a
short leash to prove he can do what I want
him to do, and he did.” Obviously Llanero
proved himself because you can find his
name peppered throughout GNLC pedigrees,
sometimes more than once.
Left: Original Llanero de
Temuco advertisement
American Llama Magazine
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New Millenium, New Llamas

GNLC Dom

American Llama Magazine

With the new millennium came excitement over a new type of llama:
the suri. At this point the Rolfings had kept many Llanero and Etol
daughters and were on the hunt for the next males to lead the GNLC
program. In contrast to their hesitancy to join the import craze of the early
‘90s, they were early entrants into the suri llama world which was
dominated by Kantu, a striking gray male from the first Peruvian
importation. They co-owned Peruvian Doc Martin, one of the first Kantu
sons, with Brad and Jandy Sprouse in Michican. They also sent one of their
best Llanero daughters (GNLC
Charada) to be bred to Kantu, from
which GNLC Dom was born.
Both
males
performed
exceptionally well, producing several
hersires of note. Doc Martin sired
GNLC Starbucks and GNLC Ballistic.
Dom sired GNLC Caspian and GNLC
Silver Lining (dam of Hightower,
Crocket and more). Dom also
produced a pair of males whom the
Rolfings kept as their next generation
of studs after both Doc and Dom had
been sold: GNLC Santiago and Dom’s
Cordillero (co-owned with Taylor
Llamas) would lead the GNLC
program until they were sold in 2010
GNLC Santiago
and 2012.
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Discussing this time in GNLC history I get the feeling that Steve is somewhat conflicted. He certainly does not view
the addition of suris to his program as a mistake, in fact he says that suri is his favorite fiber type. He likes that you can
easily see a suri's build and conformation, even when it’s in full fleece.
“Suris are a breeding success story,” Steve says. “Some of the first suri imports were really scary. But as a group or
industry we got away from it so fast, and put that lovely fiber type onto big, North American-style llamas.”
An important thing to note is that while the Rolfings added a few suri sires, their female herd was full of Llanero and
Etol daughters with pedigrees dating back to their original stock. You will find animals in their herd today sired by Dom,
Santiago, and Maddix who all have pedigrees built on the strong foundation of their program dating back to the early ‘80s.
While Steve is happy with the results of this suri breeding success story, I get the impression that today he would not be
willing to take the time and effort to span the generations from Kantu to Dom to Silver Lining to Hightower.

Right: GNLC Charada. Charada
was a daughter of Llanero de
Temuco, and out of one of the
Rolfings’ original dam lines. She
was bred to Kantu P5, producing
GNLC Dom.
Left: GNLC Hightower, a
grandson of GNLC Dom.
American Llama Magazine
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Multipurpose Merlin
In 2006 the late, great GNLC Merlin was born. His sire was GNLC Prospero, an appaloosa Etol son, and his dam was
GNLC Queenie, a Llanero daughter with a dam line tracing all the way back to GNLC Mistletoe.
You likely remember the “I almost gelded Merlin!” quote from the start of the article. When I asked why he didn’t
initially see Merlin as a stud Steve said, “A lot of traits were nice, but he just wasn’t exotic, I guess. I wasn’t grabbed by
that.” He wasn’t sure Merlin would have that "something special" he wants in a lead herdsire. As their “Breeding Beauty in
the Beast” slogan suggests, Steve and Sue pride themselves on beautiful llamas, including their pack geldings. We found
out just how true this was the next day when we saw their entire pack string, which they lease each summer to Swan
Mountain Outfitters. Over time, Merlin’s something special developed as he put
on size and fiber, turning into a huge, athletic male with exotic, silky coverage. “It
was Mark Smith who turned my head on Merlin. He was out here and he said
‘You better watch him, he’s going to be a game changer.’ Because nobody was
breeding animals that size.”
Steve’s prediction that Merlin would make a great packer also proved to be
true. “Merlin was a gentle giant in my commercial pack string. He was a
vigorous breeder yet he was an easy-going gentleman around open female
packers and would give children rides. You get a whole different perspective on
these animals when you pack with them. You’re really relying on them, and for
your clients this is the trip of a lifetime. They've come a long way, spent a lot of
money, and I’m under pressure to pull this off and make it a special experience.
Maybe it’s a hot day, maybe there’s a thunderstorm coming and things are going
south on you fast. And these llamas get you to camp and save your bacon. You
just say ‘Thank you. You guys made this happen.’ It’s a whole different
relationship than just enjoying them in the pasture. You’re depending on them for
safety and welfare and providing a great experience. Merlin was one of the more
famous show sires in the country, but when I could also bring him on pack trips,
GNLC Merlin
that's when he and I got really bonded. I depended on him.”
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Merlin's Legacy
In Steve’s estimation the Merlin sons at the top of the industry
today are an improvement upon their sire. When asked which Merlin
son he would pick now if he could he said "I'd take Hightower"
without hesitation.
Having owned and bred almost all of Hightower's pedigree,
including seven of his eight great-grandparents, Steve is intimately
aware of each individual's strengths and sees them in his phenotype.
"I look at Hightower and say 'there is Merlin and Catman's gentle
temperament, there is Etol and Silver Lining's beautiful coat and
intense color, there is Prospero's heavy bone, Queenie and Merlin's
height, Dom's fiber, Ninko's pretty head, and the fantastic topline and
neck set that earned Ripcurl Best of Show at a huge Fort Worth Stock
Show.' Grasping this concept and then using its understanding in
breeding becomes the thoughtful question.”
Merlin passed away in 2017, leaving Hightower and a group of
GNLC Hightower
daughters as his legacy in the GNLC herd, and many notable
offspring spread across the country. As the genetic makeup of their
herd tightened up, the Rolfings leased proven sires from outside herds for a couple breeding seasons. But clearly it was time
to make a purchase. Steve has always been very particular when adding any animal from another program, especially a
male. After many years' participation in Fort Worth alongside CarolAnn Tallmon, who had purchased GNLC Ripcurl, Steve
admired her herd and the CTF breeding program. He was therefore comfortable purchasing CTF Renegade’s Vigilante for
$19,750 during the 2017 CTF dispersal. Sue recalls, “Sherri Tallmon, (no relation to CarolAnn) started it. She called and said,
‘Hey take a look at this male.’” Steve and Sherri were already used to visiting each other's herds, and chose to partner on
Vigilante.
Steve: "It’s not really about the price, whether he was a good deal, a bad deal, or too expensive. He was the right animal
at the right time with the right partner for me, so it was good for us and it was good for the industry.”
American Llama Magazine
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Merlin’s Legacy
Foundation GNLC Merlin and
GNLC Hightower Daughters

Llama
Magazine
Left to American
right: GNLC
Goose
Bump, GNLC Divina, GNLC Bella, GNLC Minx, GNLC Binjin, GNLC Pink Martini, GNLC Trutina
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Looking backward and forward
Toward the end of our conversation I asked them to reflect on the past 40 years, on their remaining goals, and to each
name their proudest llama-related moment. Based on everything you’ve read so far, your expectations for their answers
might be similar to mine. I thought of selling Catman for a record price, being self-employed through their outfitting
business, or perhaps where they find themselves today with so many top programs having sons of GNLC Merlin, GNLC
Hightower, or GNLC Crocket as their main herdsires. The answers they gave, however, were very different from what I
expected.
Steve told a story from his outfitting days: “I've got an email pinned up in my office. I got it about 14 years after a
woman went on a pack trip with me. She said ‘Steve, do you remember me? I was a recently divorced mother with four
boys. One of my boys was a diabetic and you did all
these great things to make the trip wonderful for us. I
just wanted to let you know that he died four years
ago. He always talked about that pack trip and his
older brother spoke about it at his memorial.’ So 14
years later I’m thinking ‘Gosh, I had a big impact on
this family.’ That’s a real human moment, feeling
grateful that you impacted someone’s life for the rest of
their life."
He continued, “Paul Taylor once told me that I was
the only llama person who seems to have successfully
kept one foot in the high profile, big auction sales and
breeder end of things, and the other foot in the llama
packing and commercial outfitting arena. When he said
it, those places were at polar opposites in the llama
community. I really appreciated that, because I have
The Rolfing family on a
always tried to be down to earth and grounded in what
camping trip, 1985
I feel is the real important stuff in life.”
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Sue wiped a tear or two as she shared her answer,
which was also grounded in life's important stuff. “I
think what I enjoy most is all the generations. In my
office there's a picture of my dad, who’s gone now,
leaning over the fence giving a bottle to a baby llama.
Mom’s still alive, she’s 92, and they just thought this
was the most incredible thing. They would brag on our
llamas to their friends all the time. And Steve’s
grandmother, we used to take llamas down to her cabin
on Flathead Lake and picket them in the lawn next to
her chair. Our kids loved growing up on a ranch and
have wonderful values from working with the herd and
on the trail with us. Now we have grandchildren who
can’t wait to get here. Theo is three and Coco is six. They
wear their Carhartt overalls and troop along after Steve,
just totally getting into it.”

Steve and Sue’s son, Jamie
American Llama Magazine
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Ending Where They Began
As our conversation moved toward
the future, it was clear that their 10 year
plan is written in pencil, not chiseled in
stone. Sue said, “When you turn 65 and
go on Medicare, you have to keep the
endgame in mind. Or at least start
thinking about it. We’ve talked about,
‘what’s our plan?’ but we’re still in the
middle of that talk. We don’t know!” and
ends with the easy laugh that she has had
throughout our conversations.
Steve joins in, “We'll probably slowly
start whittling the herd down. I enjoy it
so much I can’t imagine not doing it. But
the selling and support takes a lot of
work beyond just having babies and
marketing 20 llamas a year. It would be
nice to get it down to where it’s a little
simpler to work with, but it’s great to be in a business where you don’t have to be, like, ‘Boom. Done. I’m retired.’ I can
change it from a business to a hobby gradually. That’s a wonderful position to be in.”
Sue adds, “We’re already semi-retired in that we used to have a three-part business with the llamas, the alpacas, and
the packing. Now two-thirds of that is done so we’re really back to what we love the most, and that’s the llamas.” Their
outfitting business was sold in 2010, though they continue to own and lease the pack llamas to the outfitter. The alpaca
herd they maintained for 23 years, until 2015, "was like a farmer adding a second crop," says Steve. "Plus it helped fund my
llama habit."
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Steve mentions a llama breeder he admires who is nearly 20 years older than him. This breeder is still very active with
llamas and was due to join them later in the week for a three-day hike in Glacier National Park. Reading between the lines,
Steve clearly would love to be raising llamas and hiking Montana's trails until past his 80th birthday, too. Sue continues to
speak about the future as she says, “Having this property that Steve can work on, that’s our retirement plan. We’re not
going to sit in a condo on Maui or anything like that. He’d be miserable. He can move around here constantly, which is the
main relief for his back pain, and having the animals is a reason to get up and go outside every day. It’s a really healthy
way for us to live. We started when we were in our 20s, but it’s going to be just as healthy for us when we’re in our 70s and
80s.” Steve leans over, looking like he might have something to add, but instead knocks his fist on the wood table we’re
sitting at, and everyone laughs.
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Steve and Sue Rolfing have been
trail blazers in the llama community.
Hearing about their journey over the last
40 years deeply impressed me. They
started an outfitting company and have
lived almost the entirety of their adult
lives as self-employed, small business
owners. They pursued llama breeding
with a vision and success that is
unmatched in the llama world, with the
exception of their early mentors, the
Pattersons. What impresses me the most
is that they have made their mark
among the most important breeders in
the American llama industry with a
small herd that produces just 15 to 20
crias a year. Reflecting on the problem
that caused them to buy their first llamas
Steve said, ”It would be nice to have a
pain-free life and not have chronic back
pain, but I wouldn’t trade for a second
what it has led me to: raising kids and
living like this with llamas, and
outfitting. Clearly God’s hand is in this.
It led us to and through this whole llama
business.”
American Llama Magazine
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Silky and Suri Llamas of
Style, Class and Color &
Fine Wool Products
Congratulations to
Kyle & Jerrika Mumford
on yet another
tremendous service
to llamas
and the people
who love them.
First, Llama
Marketing Group.
now, American
Llama Magazine.
Thank you for both.

Experience the Luxury of Llama Wool
We are a small farm in Southern Wisconsin focusing on llamas
with excellent fleece characteristics, sound conformation and
calm dispositions since 1991. We process all of our fleeces and
offer a variety of high quality wool products. We offer a limited
number of llamas for sale each year.

Steve & Sue Rolfing
Columbia Falls, Montana
www.gnranch.com
www.gnranch.com
Breeding Beauty in the Beast
Since 1979
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Gregg & Jody Peter and Glenn & Joyce Laird
Fort Atkinson, WI
920-988-6989
stonecrestllamas@gmail.com

www.stonecrestllamas.com
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Phone: 903-784-8257
Fax: 903-784-6880
henryhillsllamas@gmail.com
www.henryhillsllamas.com
www.henryhillsllamas.com

Back On Track
#291602 - 4-17-18
Easy Dun It x M.R.S. Fancy Ala

Sierra’s He’s Got Jazz
#291601 - 4-22-18
Easy Dun It x WOL Sierra Lady
(Lady is by GNLC Santiago & out of WLK Princess Laya)

These 2 nice boys are the last from our 2018 crias. Both have great bloodlines, beautiful fiber, are very correct and
will have the wonderful dispositions of their sire & dams. They will be ready to go in October.
They will have their papers and will lead and load.
American Llama Magazine
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Swan Mountain Llama Trek
By Jerrika Mumford

During our trip to Montana
to visit Great Northern
Ranch, Kyle and I thought it
would be fitting to include a
llama trek with the outfitting
company the Rolfings lease
llamas to. Swan Mountain
Llama Trekking offers multiday llama packing trips as
well as shorter day or half
day treks. We had a busy
week, so the half day trek
worked best for our
schedule.
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After arriving at Swan Mountain Ranch we were
greeted by our guides for the day, Tucker, Dan and
Lola. As fellow llama enthusiasts, Tucker and Dan
were excited to hear that we owned llamas and knew
Steve and Sue Rolfing. While we waited for the trek to
start Dan gave us a quick tour and introduced us to a
few llamas he owned that were at the Ranch.
After arriving at the trailhead, the guides unloaded
the trailer and out came the statuesque pack llamas
leased from Steve and Sue Rolfing. After the day we
spent at Great Northern Ranch, it was a great
experience to see the llamas Steve has been
breeding for in the purpose they were intended. Steve
had reiterated throughout our visit with him that if you
are going to have pack llamas they might as well be
pretty. The llamas in the pack string were tall and
athletic with good fiber and long necks topped with
beautiful head and ears. They were great
representatives of Steve’s breeding program and
goals. After the llamas were loaded up with gear and
a quick safety demo, Kyle and I had the opportunity to
pick llamas to lead on the trail. My choice was a black
and white paint, GNLC Robusto “Buster”, and Kyle
selected a beautiful reddish brown suri, GNLC Wapiti,
both sired by GNLC Merlin. These two geldings could
have easily fit into a breeding program as lead
herdsires.
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Kyle Mumford with GNLC Wapiti

GNLC Robusto
American Llama Magazine

Our pack llamas knew the trail well,
and were calm and able on the hike.
I was very impressed with their
disposition and willingness; the
llamas seemed to love their jobs.
Buster, Wapiti, and the others didn’t
hesitate as they were led through
narrows trails, up inclines, and
through a creek, all while carrying
gear. One of the most impressive
things I saw is when Buster
wandered slightly off the trail to “use
the restroom”. It was a spot the
llamas knew to go to when they
needed a bathroom break. I loved
that the llamas knew to keep the trail
clean.
After two and half miles we arrived
at Bond Creek Falls, a lovely setting
for our lunch with rocks to sit and
climb on, a beautiful waterfall, and a
chance to dip our feet in the clear,
cool water. The llamas got a break
to munch on the various leaves and
plants while we ate, relaxed, and
enjoyed the scenery. After our
break, the llamas were packed up
again and we made our way along
the trail back to the trailhead.

A group of pack llamas

Bond Creek Falls
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We enjoyed talking with our guide, Dan, about llamas
and hearing about his plans to continue packing and
guiding in other areas of the US while he continues to
build his own llama herd. The opportunity to experience
first hand the ideas Steve and Sue spoke of the day
before left an impression on both of us and we believe
this will have a positive impact on our own breeding
program going forward. Kyle and I thoroughly enjoyed
our trek with Swan Mountain Llama Trekking and we
are looking forward to packing more with our own
llamas closer to home.
Jerrika Mumford with GNLC Robusto

About the Author

Kyle Mumford with GNLC Wapiti

Jerrika Mumford is a llama
enthusiast and an owner
of Volcano View Ranch
along with her husband,
Kyle Mumford. She is a
certified public accountant
in the beautiful state of
Washington with a Master
of Accounting from
Washington State
University.
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Please Tell Your
Friends
About Our Magazine!
We did our best to get the word out to
everyone but there is limited advertising
opportunities to reach llama owners
(someone should really start a magazine to
help with that)

Please tell your llama
loving friends to visit
www.llamamagazine.com
www.starllama.com
American Llama Magazine

and check us out!
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The Lama
by Odgen Nash

The one-l lama,
He's a priest;
The two-l llama,
He's a beast.
And I will bet
A silk pajama
There isn't any
Three-l lllama.

Steve & Sue Rolfing
Columbia Falls, Montana
www.gnranch.com
www.gnranch.com
Breeding Beauty in the Beast
Since 1979
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Creepy
Crawlies
Of Summer
External parasites that affect llamas
By Charlene Arendas, DVM

Warm weather brings camelid owners lots
of fun times together at shows, but it also
brings out the best in the world of external
parasites. External parasites are any of the
bugs that live on the outside of our
animals. This can include mites, lice, ticks,
fleas, and maggots. Many of these bugs
require certain conditions to thrive, are
easy to identify, and can be prevented or
treated easily.

External Parasite- A parasite that lives on
the outside of your animal. Examples
include- mites, lice, ticks, fleas, and
maggots.
Internal Parasite- A parasite that lives

Warning:

inside your animal. Examples includetapeworms, m-worm, coccidia.

Some of the photos on the coming pages are indeed creepy.
American Llama Magazine
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Mites: Like damp wet conditions, are not visible to the human eye,
and have a tendency to produce areas of hairless, crusty skin. Can
occur anywhere, but have a tendency to congregate on the feet,
underside of the belly, and inside the ears. Sometimes, these areas
are itchy, and the crusts can get quite thick. The earlier you notice and
begin treating a mite problem, the better the chance you will have of
clearing it up. Some things that help decrease the incidence of mites
are decreasing wet areas in the barn/pasture, regular ivermectin or
doramectin injections (your meningeal worm preventatives), and
shearing once or twice a year. The only way to 100% diagnose a mite
problem is for your vet to do multiple skin scrapings to identify them
under a microscope. Sometimes, it can be hard to find the mites, and

Chorioptic Mange Mite
Photo Credit: www.flockandherd.net.au

for this reason we sometimes just treat for mites if it is suspected.
Treatment can be very difficult and can include a variety of the following: scrubbing the affected areas with betadine or
chlorhexidine daily, weekly ivermectin injections, Frontline spray to affected areas weekly, Goodwinol (mange ointment)
applied daily, topical steroid creams or sprays (not in pregnant females!), “Witches’ Brew” mixtures of DMSO +
ivermectin + gentamicin + propylene glycol, and others! Sometimes, the mite damage to the skin may be so extensive,
or the camelid’s immune system response to the mites is so over-exaggerated…that we frequently see chronic cases of
mites, and many times the skin will never heal completely. Camelids can also get ear mites – it tends to be in younger
animals and it seems once they’ve had a case, they don’t recur. The ears tend to get very “crusty & flaky” inside and
there can even be some dried blood and debris. I usually wipe the ear out good with some gauze that are wet with
diluted betadine. Sometimes I even put a cc or so of ivermectin on the last bit of gauze when I wipe them out. Typically
that and an injection of ivermectin or doramectin should do the trick.
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Lice:

This is a fiber enthusiast’s worst nightmare!

Lice produce tiny sticky eggs, which adhere to the
individual strands of fiber. Because of this, there is no
way to “wash off” the eggs, and fiber from these
animals should not be used for any sort of product.
Throw these fleeces away or use them for mulching
in your garden. Lice infestations typically respond
very well to an ivermectin or doramectin injection,
and shearing. In extreme cases, you can bathe the
animal in a parasiticide shampoo such as Mycodex.
Lice Nits

Photo Credit: www.sciencing.com
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Ticks: Typically like to live in taller grasses and
wooded areas. The amount and types of ticks in
your area may depend heavily on the types of
wildlife around you as well. Ticks will most likely be
found on the areas of the body with shorter fiber
that come close to the ground/grass. This will
usually be legs and face/ears. If you find ticks, simply
use tweezers to pull them off. You should try to grab
the tick close to the skin where it is attached, so that
you can try to get all of it. There might be a small
area of irritation where the tick was attached, but
you shouldn’t need to treat it with anything. Take
note of if you do find a tick on one of your camelids,
because if that animal becomes ill later on, it could
potentially be related to the tick bite. Ticks can carry
all sorts of diseases like Lyme Disease, Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever, Ehrlichiosis, Anaplasmosis,
and Tick Paralysis. Many of these diseases carry
vague symptoms such as fever, decreased appetite,
enlarged lymph nodes, joint pain, and others. When
caught early, most of the tick borne diseases
respond to antibiotics in the tetracycline family, such
as oxytetracycline (LA-200). If you have a sick animal
of any species, remember to tell your veterinarian if
you know it has been exposed to a tick bite!
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Fleas: Although uncommon, it is possible that given the
right circumstances, fleas could infest llamas. There would
need to be a highly flea-contaminated area, and no better
host for the fleas (like dogs, cats). Fleas are visible to the
naked eye, and they can be seen running along the
surface of the skin when the fiber is parted. Most fly sprays
or topical insecticides (like Cylence) should kill fleas. You
could even use Frontline Spray or treat the environment
(beware of letting animals graze on treated grass!).
Maggots: Maggots, simply put, are fly egg larva. So,
anywhere a fly spends a lot of time, there could be
maggots in the near future. Flies like to lay their eggs in
open flesh or smelly areas. This means, any sort of wound
or surgical site is at risk. Maggots begin to burrow under
the flesh and eat the diseased tissue. They are easily
spotted as tiny white to grayish “worm-like” critters, about
1/4” long. When I see maggots, I usually give an
ivermectin & antibiotic injection, flush the wound/area out
with some diluted betadine or chlorhexidine, and then use
tweezers to pick out any maggots that didn’t get flushed
out. Sometimes, I will even shoot a few cc of ivermectin
into the wound where the maggots are to kill them.
Beware! They hide easily. So get a really good look into
the wound to make sure you got all of them.
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Photo Credit: www.fwi.co.uk

About the Author
Char Arendas is a veterinarian in Ohio. She got her first
llama as a 4-H project in 1995, and her family’s herd is
currently home to 40 llamas and 16 alpacas. She and
her mom have run the Llucky Llamas 4-H Club since
2001. Char is on the board of directors for the Llama
Fiber Co-op of North America and is the president of the
Ohio River Valley Llama Association.
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Katrina & Gary Capasso ~www.dakotaridgefarm.com
~ llamawhisp@aol.com
www.dakotaridgefarm.com

Llamas are magical, mystical creatures!

Arbala, TX

www.dutchflatsllamas.net
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Phone: 903-530-8433 Email: reggi.durch@yahoo.com
Selling Beautiful Llamas, Providing Llama Care
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www.miniaturellamas.com

HOW TO JOIN AMLA:

GUIDELINES FOR ILR SANCTIONED
MINIATURE LLAMA CLASSES

Dues run for the calendar year - January through December and are
not prorated. Print out the membership form from the AMLA site.
(Membership fee is $25.00) Fill out and mail application form and
check to:

5265 Norris Run Rd

If you have a show that offers miniature classes, the "SHOW
GUIDELINES" state:
The llama must be registered with the ILR. The Llama must measure
the following measurements at the withers to compete:
*Juvenile Class - 35 inches and under
*Yearling Class - 36 inches and under
*2 Year Old Class - 37 inches and under
* Mature Class - 38 inches and under

Blacksburg VA 24060

You can read more information on the AMLA site under "Guidelines

Darlene Awarski
AMLA

PLEASE MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO AMLA
GUIDELINES TO BE REGISTERED AS A MINIATURE LLAMA
To register your llamas with the AMLA - read all of the information
under the
"SPECIFICATIONS" tab on the AMLA website and complete the
AMLA Registration Form.
A llama can be registered as a miniature any time after registration
with the International Llama Registry. However, final miniature status
is granted only to animals three years of age or older. Immature Status:
A llama under 3 years of age may be registered only if its mother is a
registered, mature, mini llama or the mother is registered foundation
mini and the father is a registered mini llama.
American Llama Magazine

Picture of an adult standard llama
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Tax Tips
With Jerrika Mumford, CPA

Tax Audit Woes
Being audited by the IRS or the Department of
Revenue at the state level is an experience
many farmers dread. Often with llama or other
livestock farms they end up having to prove
whether their farm is a business or a hobby.
When it comes to taxes, it is always better to be
considered a business. Businesses have
advantages when it comes to deducting
expenses and losses, while hobby farms can
never deduct losses and may not get the benefit
of expenses related to their endeavor.
There are steps that can be taken in order to
help your case, and it is best to be proactive
since you will not be able to predict when you
might be audited.

has no intention of making a profit, it is a hobby.
No one would start a business with the intention
of losing money. This doesn’t mean a farmer
can’t love what he or she does, it just means
that the farm has a purpose in mind beyond
having fun. In order to show a profit motive, the
farm should be run like a company with goals
and a plan to help meet those goals. The most
basic rule the IRS has when determining if
your farm is a hobby or a business is
whether the farm has made a profit in three
out of the last five years. Most farms would
love to have a profit every year, but every
business has its challenges and setbacks. If
your farm can achieve a profit more than half of
the time, the IRS will acknowledge your farm as
a business and the tax advantages that come
with that classification.

Have a Profit Motive
The main driving factor in whether a farm is a
business or a hobby is the profit motive. If a farm
American Llama Magazine
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Track Activity and Plan Ahead
When running a farm like a business, it is essential
that the finances are recorded consistently,
accurately, and separately. Your farm activity
should not mingle with your personal finances.
Accurate records of revenue and expenses are
essential for any successful business. Up to date
financial information will enable you to analyze
income and expenses in order to keep your
business moving in the right direction, or change
course if your plan isn’t working. This will also help
inform your decisions on additional sales and
purchases for the farm and help you plan ahead
for next year.

About the Author

Jerrika Mumford is a
llama enthusiast and an
owner of Volcano View
Ranch along with her
husband, Kyle Mumford.
She is a certified public
accountant in the
beautiful state of
Washington with a Master
of Accounting from
Washington State
University.

Other Resources
The items discussed above are a great place to
start, but there are more ways a farm can improve
its business and tax strategies. If you don’t
already have a tax accountant, find a local CPA
who can help guide you and answer questions.
You can also consult the following IRS publication
which goes into details on taxes for farmers:
The Farmer's Tax Guide IRS Publication 225 (link)

More on the dreaded “Hobby” distinction
If classified as a hobby, deductions related to the
hobby are limited to the amount of revenue it
brings in that year. After the limit is met, the
additional expenses can never be deducted. This
means a hobby farm can never deduct any loss.
Additionally, hobby deductions are taken as part of
the itemized deductions on your tax return, often
referred to as "below the line” deductions. If your
itemized deductions don’t exceed the standard
deduction, then you don’t get any benefit from the
expenses. Overall, being classified as a hobby can

Taxpayers should always consult a tax accountant about

increase your taxes more than a business would.

their specific situation before engaging in any tax strategy.
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Kurth Valley Fiber Mill & Farm

Offering custom processing of your fiber. October 2018 marks my 5 year anniversary of Kurth Valley Fiber
Mill and 20 years since I joined our county’s 4H Llama Project which was only the beginning of my endeavors with fibers. Little did I know, my career would evolve from the local llama project to a nation wide service. And for that, I want to thank each and everyone within the llama industry for your continued support.
Since owning the fiber mill, I’ve expanded my fiber flock to include fine wool Cormo sheep (cross between
Superfine Saxon Merino x Coorieldale) and English Angora Bunnies.
Below is a list of services I offer as well as prices so that you can give yourself an estimate of what it costs
to turn your favorite fleeces into keepsakes. Keep in mind, orders are completed on first come first served
basis, and down payments are now required before I begin processing.
Skirting your fiber (less debris and matts in your fleece, the
cleaner your yarn will be) $20/hour

$20/hour

Washing (based on incoming weight, includes 2 hot soaks with
EcoScour and 2 hot rinses)

_______(lbs) X $6/lb =____________

Dehairing (optional based on fiber quality)

_______(lbs) X $7/lb =____________

Carding into roving or batting (if you’re having yarn made, this
cost is not calculated, this price is also based on outgoing wt)

_______(lbs) X $8/lb =_____________

Yarn (can be put into any length skein for 31/lb or 25/lb if put
onto cones, sock yarn is on cones) Visit website for sock details.

_______(lbs) X $31/lb =____________
_______(lbs) X $25/lb =____________

Rug Yarn (cotton core or jute core)

_______(lbs) X $16/lb
Woven rugs (one pound of fiber will weave approx. 3 square feet) _______(lbs) X $12/lb =____________
Total =
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Let’s Talk Fiber Judging
By Terese Evenson
We have all heard the comments,
“Look at the luster...”, “This fleece has a nice
hand...”, “His fiber is so fine...” and “WOW! Look at
that density”.
Let’s start with some definitions –
Luster means the sheen, gloss or shine of the fleece
as it reflects light oﬀ the individual fibers.
Hand means the feel of all the fiber characteristics.
Fineness is determined by the diameter of the
individual fibers.
Density, as in the statement above, would be
referring to the density of the blanket. This is how
the fleece fills the hand, is bulky and heavy in weight.
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Fleece-On Judging, or Walking Fiber as it is commonly
known, is simply the evaluation of your animal’s fleece,
while it is still on your animal. The previously mentioned
terms are all used as criteria in that evaluation. When you
present your animal to the judge, he/she will begin
assigning scores for the various attributes. A brief
explanation of the Judging Card -Your animal’s fleece can
receive up to a total of 100 points. Under Style, Fineness
and Hand can receive up to 15 points each and Brightness
up to 10. The next section on the card is Uniformity. This is
broken down into three topics (Fineness, Length and Lock
Formation), with a total of 15 points for the section. This
section simply means, are these three topics consistent
throughout the animal’s fleece? Next is the section about
Guard Hair, with a total of up to 10 points awarded. The
judge will evaluate how fine the guard hair is and the
percentage within the lock. The following section is titled
Architecture and awards up to 10 points. This means the
Structure of the Fleece – consistent with type. The judge
will also mark off crimp, crinkle or straight, and this is
determined by what is found during the evaluation. The next
section is titled Condition, and may earn up to a total of 15
points. This section is also broken into three sections
(Tensile Strength, Cleanliness and Overall Condition). The
tensile strength is determined by applying pressure (gently
tugging/pulling at each end) to an individual lock.
Cleanliness is pretty self-explanatory, and Overall
Condition is referring to the fleece as a whole. The last
judging section on the card is for Blanket Density and can
earn up to 10 points.
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Now that you know about the criteria on the judging card, you are
probably still asking, “How does this benefit me?” Well, simply put
– Marketability! Entering Fleece-On/Walking Fiber classes at a
show will give you the knowledge about your animal’s, and herd’s,
fleece. You may win a ribbon or two, and some shows offer a
composite class (fleece score and halter score are tabulated to
determine placing). The knowledge gained from these evaluations
can also help you determine how best to use, or sell, your animal’s
fiber. As you expand that marketability, you can use the fiber
information for marketing your fiber, products, animals/herd and
promoting your farm.
I will close with some tips for preparing your animals for their
walking fiber class at your next show.
•

Make sure your animal is dry when you present them to the
judge

•

Sometimes this is unavoidable, but try not to use grooming
products until after your animal has been evaluated

•

Sparingly use grooming tools (brushes, wands, etc.) before
evaluation, as these can change the individual
lock structure. If you find debris/vegetable matter in your
animal’s fleece pick it out with your fingers.

•

If entering a walking fiber class at a show is intimidating, ask
the judge if they would be able to find some time to assess
your animal’s fiber

•

Most importantly, ask the judge questions while you are being
evaluated

About the Author
Terese Evenson lives with her family
on her farm, Asgaard Farm and
Kennels, in Northeastern Kentucky.
She has been breeding and raising
camelids for almost 20 years. She is a
certified judge with ALSA and ILRSD, having judged shows across the
country and in Italy. She is also a
former member of the ALSA Board
of Directors. Her time away from
judging is spent with her family, and
especially her Granddaughter, hiking the numerous trails
throughout her property. Her other hobbies include various
arts and crafts, using the fiber her llamas produce.

I hope to see you all at a fiber show soon.
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Asgaard Llamas Presents

Breeding Stock
Show Stock
Pets/Guards

www.AsgaardLlamas.com
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We’re Looking for Writers
• Packing

• Showing

• Breeding

• Training

• Fiber Arts

• Llama History

• General Care

• Show/Event Recaps

• Ccaras

• Mini Llamas

• Suris

• Interviews

Email llamamagazine@gmail.com for more information
The spring submission deadline is 3-1-19

www.crivenllamafarm.com
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Salutations! My name is Amanda Wick and I cannot remember
a time I didn’t love llamas. My journey to become a judge for ILR started
many years ago. I started showing my
aunt’s llamas when I was about 8
years old. I showed for my aunt,
Darleen Carlson, through middle
school and high school and she gave
me my first llama as a graduation gift.
I met my husband, Adam, in 2010 in
the llama barn at the Spokane
By Amanda
Interstate Fair and the rest was llama
history. We now have a small herd of
Wick
nine llamas and love to travel to
diﬀerent shows around the Pacific
Northwest. This year, I started a llama
4-H group in Spokane to reach out to
young llama lovers and share these great animals with others. I can
recall many great judges that I showed under (that are still judges
today!) and llama owners that play an important role in developing
confidence and instilling joy in young kids. My first ILR membership was
sponsored by the wonderful Donna Clark of Hard Rock Ranch. Their interest and kindness helped me stay
involved and participating during my young adult years. Now, as an adult, I thought it would be interesting
and challenging to take my skills to the next level and become an ILR show division judge.

Becoming an

ILR-SD Judge
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How to Become an ILR Judge
Below is an outline of the steps involved in becoming
an ILR certified judge:
•Complete an ILR-SD Sanctioned Judging Clinic
•Complete the current ILR-SD Guidelines open book
test
•Receive satisfactory evaluations from all your
instructors from the clinic
•Pay the current years judges fees to the ILR
•Receive approval in your evaluation to seek
apprenticeships

The first step to becoming an ILR judge is to
attend a judging clinic. I waited for an ILR judging
clinic to be hosted, and jumped at the chance when
I heard of one. I attended the ILR judging clinic at
Mark Smith Farms in Crawfordville, Indiana in
March of 2017. Even though I have been involved
with llamas for almost 20 years, I learned so much
from the amazing instructors at this clinic, Mark
Smith, Mary Jo Miller, Darrell Anderson and Kristy
Brown. The clinic was two and a half days and
discussed everything about judging and being at a
show. The main topics were confirmation, oral
reasoning, halter classes and performance classes.

•Complete at least three apprenticeships, under at
least two diﬀerent teaching judges
•After completing three satisfactory apprenticeships,
first the judges committee and then the ILR-SD
Governing Board will decide to approve you as a
certified ILR-SD judge
These, and more, can be found in the ILR Guidelines
on the website. I sometimes read the guidelines just
for fun! It is a great resource for exhibitors, show
superintendents and judges.
Slide presentation on llama conformation
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The instructors also dabbled in things such as
ethics, working with show management, problem
solving, rules & guidelines and showmanship. We
got the opportunity to evaluate Mark Smith’s llamas
ourselves and judge them accordingly. Luckily, he
didn’t take oﬀense with our opinions! Then, we
talked with each of our instructors and gave our oral
reasonings on why we placed them that way. The
next day, we observed performance classes and
shadowed Mary Jo with her techniques and judging
skills. This was my obvious comfort zone so it was a
quick, fun day! I can’t praise these instructors
enough for their patience with all our questions and
scenarios. It was a great learning experience and
truly prepared me for the role of ILR-SD judge!
After you’ve attended a judging clinic and you’ve
been approved by your instructors to enter the
apprenticeship program, you will need to reach out
to judges and schedule your apprenticeships. You
will need to apprentice under an ILR certified
teaching judge 3 times (with at least two diﬀerent
judges) before you can apply to become an ILR
judge. The judges you apprentice under need to be
teaching judges because that means they are well
qualified to teach you and they’ve been approved by
the ILR Board of Directors to do so.
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About 2 months after the judging clinic I had my first apprenticeship with Mike Haumschild at the COLA
Festival in Prineville, Oregon. I was super nervous (and six months pregnant) and Mike taught me tricks for
performance judging and walked me through my oral reasoning on halter day. He was a great mentor and I
highly recommend him for anyone looking to apprentice.
My next apprenticeship was at the one and only March Llama Madness in Cloverdale, Indiana! I was
able to apprentice under Mark Smith and Terry Duespohl at MLM and learned more than I ever thought
possible. What a show to apprentice at! Such gorgeous and amazing animals to get to witness at their best.
One thing I knew I had to work on was oral reasons. So I recorded Mark Smith and Nick Hauptly giving
some of their reasonings and listened to it the whole plane ride home. This was a great trick that helped me
learn the structure of giving reasonings.
Just over a year after starting this journey
by attending the judging clinic, my final
apprenticeship was with the prestigious Mary
Jo Miller at the Cascade Llama Show and Sale
in Salem, Oregon. I have been showing under
Mary Jo for a “few” years and was very
excited to learn from her! She quizzed me up
and down and forced the awful microphone in
my hand, more than I wanted! It was her
confidence and acceptance of me that sealed
3rd apprenticeship
the deal for me; to request my certification to
with Mary Jo Miller
become an ILR judge! I am chairman of the
show superintendent committee, so that put
me on the conference call meeting with the governing board where they approved me as an ILR-SD judge.
BAM! I was oﬃcially on the ILR website as a certified judge! I will be forever grateful for all the wonderful
judges that I apprenticed with and all the others that let me pick their brains and ask lots of questions
during the shows.
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This was my journey to become a certified ILR
judge. I encourage all llama lovers out there to
attend a judging clinic. Whether you want to pursue
becoming a judge or just want to learn from the
knowledgeable instructors, it’s a great experience
for people of any age or skill level. We may not have
it all together, but together we have it all! Please
reach out to me at any time for any reason, thank
you!

About the Author
Amanda Wick is a stay at
home mom to two beautiful
llama loving daughters, a
certified ILR judge, a
longtime exhibitor and a 4-H
leader. She resides in
Spokane, Washington with
her husband, Adam on a
small farm of nine llamas and
loves long walks in the llama
fields.
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Caledonia Llamas
Providing outcross Chilean bloodlines in the USA.
Our focus is the Rebano Escondido lines imported by
Paul and Sally Taylor from Chile.
The Rebano Escondido lines are known for being of
original Argentine type.
Our focus: quality, height, heavy bone structure, lots
of fiber and calm dispositions
Also please contact us if you have RE llamas that you
would be willing to share-sell, lease, etc.
We are always looking to add new lines to the herd.

Cameron Thornberg
4263 65th St NE, Knox, ND 58343
Phone: (701) 208-0752
Email: caledoniaarabians@yahoo.com
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Some initial reflections on my trip to the USA 2018-too many wines!

By Richard Cox

By way of introduction, Dr Richard Cox is a semi-retired
academic and practising sports scientist, currently working for
British Modern Pentathlon. He has a life long interest in animals,
cats and goats in particular and more recently llamas. Intrigued by
their character and impressed by what has been achieved by way
of selective breeding in the US, he has recently been exploring
ways of improving the gene pool in the UK. A key difference he
notes between the US and UK is that in the UK, the llama fraternity
is dominated by pet owners generally with a different outlook and
agenda. Some, for example, see a conflict between good
stockmanship and animal welfare reflected in such opinions as
opposing the use of restraining chutes, AI and ET. Obviously, there
are exceptions and pioneers like Paul Rose in the early part of the
century and more recently Annie Austin have made significant
contributions to improving the national stock.
Richard shares his passion for animals with his veterinarian daughter and is currently collaborating
with the University of Liverpool School of Veterinary Medicine which is close to his Farm, Hillview
Llamas, in the heart of Cheshire in the North West of England and 9 miles from the Welsh border. The
past few years he has maintained databases of now over 5K digital images, 1K llama websites, 1.5K
articles and another 2k news items on his website: www.hillviewllamas.co.uk . This is the first of what is
hoped to be several contributions from the author to this new journal.
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For the second year in a row I was fortunate
enough to cross the pond to see llamas in both
their homelands and in show.
Last year, I was blown away by the wonderful
llamas I saw along the West Coast courtesy of
some well known breeders such as Mary and Rick
Adams (Wild Oak Llamas), Ken Austin (Rain Dance
Ranch Llamas), Linda Boyd (Silver Knoll Llamas),
Betty and Gene Moe (Llama Dreams), Sherri
Tallmon (Hidden Oak Llamas), Jim and Adrienne
Parker (McKenzie Lake Llama Ranch), Ron and
Gail Wilkinson (R&G Acres) and Bob and Marilyn
Wynia (Sijama Llamas).

Figure 1 Two nicely turned out Buffalo Creek
Classic Llamas at the Sow of Champions
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I returned home enthused and inspired by what I had seen. These llamas were of a quality I have never
seen in the UK and I decided there was no turning back. I had to tone down my existing breeding
programme and get hold of some of these genes. Two of my herd sires were
castrated and I have since been trying to improve matters in the UK by These llamas were of a
attempting to renew some of the pioneering embryo transfer (ET) work of Paul
quality I have never
and Sally Taylor. Although ET in llamas is well proven in the US, the challenge for
me is to find a protocol for freezing the embryo so that it can be frozen to seen in the UK and I
survive the long journey and be successfully rehydrated again before
implantation in the recipient female. It has been achieved twice by the Taylors decided there was no
but the statutory authorities in both the US and UK demand a high degree of turning back.
reliability in order to sanction the procedure and especially before sanctioning
export and import. The techniques for freezing bovine and equine embryos
cannot be readily transferred since the llama embryo does not pass down into the uterus from where it
can be flushed until slightly longer. It is more developed with a stronger outer wall and higher fluid
content. To freeze it would effectively cause the embryo to explode but to extract some of the fluid
content would be extra difficult because of having to penetrate the embryo outer wall.
You might well ask, “Why not just transport live animals?” Due to the lack of agreements between the
US and Europe, there is a requirement to pass through an intermediate country which has such an
agreement, like Canada. The problem then is that the llamas would have to be rounded up, held in
quarantine in the US, then Canada and finally Europe. At each step of the way they are subjected to
testing for Blue Tongue, Tuberculosis, etc. This is not only a slow and expensive process taking over a year,
but carries a high degree of risk. One can imagine all the welfare issues and worries for the new owner
wondering if the animals they purchased were properly fed, coping with being shipped in trucks and then
in crates in the cold noisy holds of cargo planes, etc. It is unlikely that they remain temperamentally
untarnished and in a good state of health ready to quickly settle down and breed in their new and very
different environment.
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Artificial insemination is another option being explored currently, but that has its own issues in terms
of both collection (being trickle ejaculators) and handling of semen (being exceptionally thick
consistency), and is only half the story so to speak. You really need good females to inseminate.
My eulogising and attempts to replicate some of the ways of the US is not welcomed by some in the UK
but there is no getting away from the fact that some breeders in the US through selective breeding have
moved llamas on to new heights (no pun intended but they are generally much taller).
This April 2018, I attended the MLM Sale of Champions in Cloverdale, Indiana and saw with my own
eyes that these fine animals were not restricted to the West Coast, they were spread out across the whole
United States. As well as rekindling some acquaintances from 2017, I met breeders, judges and auctioneers
such as Darrell and Merlene Anderson, Aspen Rayne and Ken Auld, Sonja Boeff, Larry Christen, Scott Dyke,
Tami Lash, Mary Jo Miller , John Ollendick, Jenny Olsen, Mark Smith, Sally Rucker, Ali and Fran Soukup,
Justin Timm, Michael West, and many more who kindly showed me marvellous specimens of the species
not to be forgotten in a hurry, as well as teaching me much more than a thing or two. I am
most appreciative of their time, patience and sharing of experience and knowledge. It
filled a notebook of comments which sits beside me as I write.

There were
no serious
faults to be
found in any
show
animals

In terms of conformation, what is especially noticeable about US llamas, compared to
the UK, is the stronger looking legs (more bone) and size (limb length and overall height)
of some of these animals. As you might expect, there were no serious faults to be found in
any show animals but also very few even in those I saw out in the fields earning their keep
as guard llamas. Similarly with temperament, all those I met were friendly and well
behaved, knew how to stand and walk in the show ring. I am assuming much of this is
related to the attention they receive. Few, if any, were overweight compared to those I
frequently see in the UK, including my own. I do wonder if some of this is in part related
to the more lush meadows we have here as a general rule.
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Beauty, as we all know, is in the eyes of the beholder, but I also believe conditioned by what we are
led to believe is good form. Therefore it is no surprise that some of my initial thoughts were soon modified
by what I learned from the breeders. Although my initial thoughts were not as extreme as some of my
fellow countrymen/women – ‘it looks more like a giraffe than llama’,
seeing the very tall, long necked llamas took a bit of getting used to
and it was not until explained to me why such traits had been
selectively bred for that I warmed to these characteristics. As for
Argentines, there was no such transitional phase, I loved the look of
them immediately. With suris, I am still trying to find the taste. I am
told it is an acquired one but I am still not so sure it will ever come. As
for Silkies, then so long as they are well prepared and in good
proportion they have an obvious appeal for the quality of their fleece.
Starting from a clean slate going forward, I have been pondering
on the best way to proceed. Steve Rolfing offered me some advice last
year when he said to breed for what I wanted and if it had wider
appeal others would start to follow. This is the road he took as I
understand it. He wanted to breed a llama fit for purpose as a major
trekker that could be well packed and tread difficult terrain with
relative ease and efficiency. I guess most people in the llama world
have been impressed with the results he has achieved and GNLC
Silvertone is one I hold up as the best I have ever seen. GNLC genes
are at the helm of many breeding programmes across the US today
with llamas such as Hightower, Crocket, Merlin, Caspian, etc. leading
the way.
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Figure 2- GNLC Inspirato now owned by
Rick and Mary Adams
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A number of breeders having achieved good bone structure, height and neck length, seem to be now
focusing on adding quality fibre, especially silky fibre. I assume their intent is to produce a multi-purpose
llama that, as well as making it fit for purpose, is easier to maintain and produce a fibre that looks good
and there is a demand for.
The question I am asking myself in helping me to determine future direction is to what extent is this
a base for going forward and how much of it a trend? How much of it is for the show ring and how much
of it for the benefit of the llama species as a whole? Will the llama of the future be tall, with a triangular
shaped head, long neck and silky fleece and a new X-factor or will it flip and voluminous fleece, roman
noses, for example, be back in demand? Argentines, despite being a firm favourite of mine, do appear to
be falling out of favour to the extent there are so
few 100% Argentines that remain. Likewise,
Miniature Llamas no longer appear to be in vogue
although when I enquired as to why often heard
this was because of the means used to breed this
type. Perhaps a bit like the rise and fall of micro
pigs in the UK.

Figure 3 - Silky Fiber
WOL Chiri Tumalo
owned by Rick and
Mary Adams
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So, having tasted the Argentine wine and
liked it, is my palate still in need of
educating so I know how to appreciate the
taste of a finer, more select and subtle one?
Is there a way of bringing the Argentine wine
to one of an equal standard? Is there a way to
improve on the tall, silky wine or will it
always be down to just a matter of taste,
novelty, rarity, etc. I guess it might help if I
were a drinker which I am not and but no
wonder a number of top llama breeders are
vineyard owners!

Argentine PH Bally
FOR
SALE
$2,500

Proven Full Argentine Male For Sale
Argentine Pecos X Argentine Calla Lily
DOB:6-2-13 ILR# 286347
Add Argentine influence to your herd! Bally is a direct son
of the legendary Pecos, one of the most extreme Argentine
lines. Bally is sure to add lower leg wool and dense, fine
fiber to your breeding program. Asking $2,500.
Figure 4- Trending short triangular head shape
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Sharon and Jerry Williamson of Trampealeau, WI
Phone: 608-534-5111 Email: phllamas@centurytel.net

www.pinehavenlamas.com
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Showing
I had already been working on developing show
standards in the UK before my return visit to the US aimed
at recognising the qualities and objectives of some of the
breeders I had met in 2017. I felt there had to be some
way of recognizing traits other than in the classic type
which predominates here in the UK if greater diversity
were to be encouraged and possibly new owners attracted
to keeping them. Influenced by the Alpaca fraternity here
in the UK which can boast quality on a par with anywhere
else in the world, I was moving towards introducing
classes, standards and scores for fleece coverage, volume
and quality.

Figure 5- My Personal Favorite at the show, MSF
Show Stopper owned by Tami Lash

Talking to judges in the US, I detected quite marked
differences of opinion. Historically, categorisation into
manageable numbers at shows had been determined by fleece - heavy, light, etc. wool. There were some
who felt this inappropriate and campaigned for categorisation along breed type, believing there was, for
example, an approximate genotype for Argentines that justified their place in a separate category. This
would allow for type specific features such as head shape to be introduced into the scoring. There were
some judges who said it was as good as impossible to judge a young light wool against an elderly one and
so sought more age divisions. Some wanted fleece types to be totally disregarded and judgements made
on confirmation only. Fleece competitions, on and off the animal could be run in parallel, after all, so long
as the animal was healthy it did not really matter what they looked like. I guess it will and should always
be an evolving set of criteria and standards.
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I think what is important for show judging is that it should reflect, first and foremost, what the
important traits for llamas are, ignore what are likely to be passing fads and dissuade breeders from trying
to achieve what some may see as attractive features to see in llamas but not necessarily desirable from a
health and welfare point of view. I am not aware of any such traits yet, like those we have seen in the dog
and poultry world for example, but one way of discouraging them would be to score them down in the
show ring. To ignore them and just focus on other but desirable traits would do nothing to discourage
them. I could not help but think from listening to the judges’ comments at Cloverdale that the differences
between place and unplaced entries came down to preferences for a particular type – the number of times
I heard ‘I liked the long stretch’!
In terms of llamas fit for purpose, of course, this is tested in the performance classes at US shows and,
from what I witnessed, made demands on llamas beyond what I even realised they were capable of. I was
impressed by the different traits identified, the means of assessing these traits, skills and abilities by
various challenges set llamas in the different classes.
I now have a good idea of whose genes I would like to
use to produce the look I would like to breed, but it will
take a few generations and rely upon the goodwill of
several collaborators, some of whom already know what
impresses me about their breeding programme. My search
will continue and I look forward to what more I might learn
from my planned trip to the US in 2019.

Figure 6- Top Dollar, the two top sellers at the auction
MSF Summit (left) and Ollendick Farms Baba Sue (right)
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HappyDance Llamas
Steve Crocker and Bonnie Doble of Longview, WA
Email: crockhouse@hotmail.com
bonniesfarm2703@gmail.com

Lord Bently SKLL
7/8 Argentine
American Llama Magazine

Argentine Otono
Full Argentine

Mach’s Crown Prince
3/4 Argentine
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New To Llamas

What are llamas used for?

A section for the uninitiated

Packing
Llamas were domesticated as
beasts of burden, and llamas
are still used for carrying
heavy loads today. In the US,
hikers and hunters often use
llamas to carry their gear.

Pets
Wool (Fiber)
Llama fiber is used to make
socks, blankets, rugs, clothing
and other crafts.

Many llama owners keep
llamas because they are a joy
to be around. They also eat
blackberry briars and keep
your pastures under control.

Guards
Some llamas are an effective
coyote deterrent and are
housed with goats, sheep
and other livestock to help
protect them.
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New To Llamas
A section for the uninitiated

I think I might want
a llama… what do I
need to know?

A llama that is lead trained

Unless you are breeding

and approachable is going

your llamas, moderate

to make a much better first

quality hay and pasture is all

llama for a new owner. A

your llamas will need to eat.

llama that you can handle

Grain is a good idea for an

prior to purchase is better

occasional treat as it makes

idea than an impulse buy

catching them easier.

Llamas should have a three
sided shelter to keep dry
feed and escape the weather
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at a stock sale.

Llamas are a herd animal. Some llamas are
happy with a sheep or goat as a buddy, but it
is ideal if you get two llamas or a llama and
an alpaca to live together.
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ARGENTINE LLAMA DREAMS
Our Argentines are winning in Halter & Fleece
Argentine
Tuaca

Argentine
Desert Gold

DOB 9-7-2016
DOB 9-6-2016
Sire: Arg. Iroquios
Sire: Arg. Simpatico (ET)
Dam: Arg. Kambra
Dam: Arg. Autumn Dream
“Pattie” is already an ILR Fleece Champion, Tuaca has been a ILR Grand Champion
and in the 2017 Top Ten Fleece-On.
in Shorn Fleece (single w/crimp).
He also won Grand Champion Argentine
He was ILR 2017 Top Ten Shorn
Male (out of 15) in the COLA Argentine
Fleece. He also has 3 firsts, 3 seconds
Extravaganza. We are expecting his 1st
and 2 Reserve Championships in Extra
Crias in 2019
Heavy Wool Male in Halter. We are
expecting his first crias in 2019.
Argentine

Argentine
Tourmaline

DOB 10-11-2015
Sire: Arg. Simpatico (ET)
Dam: Arg. Black Pearl
Tourmaline is an ILR Fleece
Champion and 1st place in
ILR 2017 Top Ten Shorn
Fleece . She has Top halter
placings in Extra Heavy Wool.
Being bred to Tuaca in
fall of 2018.

Argentine
Antonella

DOB 9-2-2015
Sire: Arg. Mach One (ET)
Dam: Arg. Paiva
Antonella is an ILR Halter
and Fleece Champion, 1st place
in ILR 2017 Top Ten Fleece-On,
and 6th in Top Ten Shorn Fleece
Being bred to Tuaca in the fall of
2018.

Caramel Sundae
DOB 9-26-2017
Sire: Arg. Mach One (ET)
Dam: Arg. Tippa Rari
COLA 1st place in Shorn
Fleece, single w/o crimp

www.llamadreams.com
Website: Llama
Dreams.com
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Gene & Betty Moe

Mach’s
Macarena

DOB 9-20-2014
Sire: Arg. Mach One (ET)
Dam: Lucky Flush ABSR
Macarena is an ILR Halter
Champion. Bred
to Arg. Desert Gold for 2019

Email: lamabetty@aol.com

541-548-4158
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McKenzie Lake Ranch
Breeders of Argentine Llamas
James Parker and Adrienne Dawell Parker
Bend, OR

Argentine Anakin (ET)

PH Argentine Zues

Arg Kobra X Arg Pampita (ET)

Arg Taylor Made (ET) X Arg Zoey (ET)

www.MLR-Llamas.com
American Llama Magazine

Email: llamasmlr@gmail.com
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What’s the Deal with the Argentines?
By Ron Wilkinson
In the five years since I became involved with
Argentine llamas I have encountered a multitude of
comments and questions about this special group of llamas.
I may not have all of the answers but as an educator at heart,
I am happy to share what I have learned. First, the
Argentines are diﬀerent from any other group of imports in
several ways. Where each of the Chilean, Bolivian, and
Peruvian importations were group eﬀorts with several
breeders selecting animals of their preferred style to import,
the Argentine importation was the work of one couple (Paul
and Sally Taylor) going to the remote regions of Argentina
to select from a concentration of a specific phenotype. The
“Argentine type” llama had been noticed by the Taylors in
Chile while working on their Temuco project. In fact they
had already assembled and imported a group of animals of
that “type” which they called the Rebano Escondidos. When
they asked where to find more, the locals kept pointing
towards a region of Argentina and told them about a specific
valley where the selection and breeding of this type of llama
had been occurring for many years. After two excursions
into Argentina, and selecting less than 1% of the animals they
evaluated, they assembled a special group of animals
representing this phenotype.

A full Argentine male, Argentine Lumberjack
Owned by Ron and Gail Wilkinson
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Recently I was part of a conversation where a person asked if all
of the llamas in Argentina looked like the Argentines that we see in
the USA. I haven’t been to Argentina, but the best answer seemed to
be that if you randomly selected llamas from Argentina they would
probably resemble the range of llamas we see within the Chilean,
Bolivian, and Peruvian imports. One must remember that the group
we refer to as the Argentines were selected for specific characteristics
that the Taylors believed when crossed on the North American llamas
and some of the other imports, could significantly improve the
quality of llamas in the US. Therefore, it should be no surprise that
many part Argentine llamas may better exemplify the characteristics
that they were looking for when making their original selections.
So what were those characteristics that Taylors looked for when
they first selected the Rebano Escondido animals, then when they
went to Argentina? In his Article, The Argentine Type Llama, Taylor
says, “The single trait that we found most unique was what we called
“bigfoot”. We noticed that some animals had feet that were almost
twice the size of the llamas we were used to seeing, and the feet were
covered with bushy wool. Almost all of the animals that had this
characteristic were reddish in color and had very heavy bone and
heavy wool coverage.” The animals also tended to be stockier in their
build and free from many of the genetic defects they had encountered
with other imports. They learned that there were no alpacas in
Argentina so the people in the Catamarca Province of Argentina had
been selecting llamas ideal for fiber and meat production for
centuries. The wool produced by solid colored animals was more
useful in spinning and weaving than multi-colored animals.
A full Argentine male with heavy bone and lower leg coverage
Argentine Simpatico, now deceased.
Previously owned by Gene and Betty Moe
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The Taylors chose to select animals that not only exhibited the core characteristics of substance, big bone, dense heavy fiber, and
large feet; but also animals that were correct and well conformed with beauty and presence. Although the reddish color was dominant
in the animals they evaluated, Taylors chose to select a balance of colors and patterns in their foundation stock. What many breeders
of Argentine llamas have also found is that the gentle nature of this group of animals is exceptional.
Is this group of Argentine-type llamas the only animals in the
US today that exhibit the characteristics that Taylors were looking
for in their search? Absolutely not! Animals with some of these
characteristics were included in earlier importations, particularly
from Chile. One must remember that Chile and Argentina share a
common border and llama breeders traveled and traded back and
forth across that border for many centuries before people from the
US became interested in finding outcross bloodlines of llamas to
import to this country. There are a number of exceptional llamas
found in this country today that have no known Argentine blood,
yet exhibit most of the characteristics we have discussed.
Although we have been reluctant to designate breeds of llamas
in the US, what this group of animals and their offspring represent
may be the closest thing to a “breed” of llama that you will find. In
other species our breeds of livestock were created by groups of
conscientious producers selecting and purposefully breeding over
multiple generations for similar qualities and characteristics in their
animals. When their animals begin to breed true to produce those
characteristics they are referred to as a breed. I would argue that is
exactly what the folks in the Catamarca Province of Argentina
accomplished.

A female Argentine showing the “Argentine red” color
Argentine Antonella, Owned by Gene and Betty Moe
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While there is variation among the full Argentine llamas in the US today, some breeders find that the their selection for stocky
and more robust bodies and fast growing dense fiber makes them appear smaller and not as stretchy as others. The Argentine
shearing cut is one tool that takes full advantage of the lush fiber that covers nearly all of their body and reveals a far more athletic
looking llama. That is also where crossing the Argentine bloodlines with other lines in the US has proven to produce the best of
both worlds. The result is often a stretchy animal with heavy dense fine fiber, great bone, and wonderful disposition. The Extreme
Heavy Wool classes were created by the ILR-Show Division so Argentine-type llamas could compete with other animals in the
show ring with similar characteristics. For each show division it is important for our exhibitors and judges to select for the
characteristics that make that division unique in order to preserve and promote the Argentine-type of llama.
As the focus in the US llama world has begun to shift increasing attention to the importance of fiber production in our llamas,
the role of the Argentine llama has become more pronounced. Since fiber production and quality is one of the most heritable traits
in livestock production, no single group of animals has the potential to change herds faster than the Argentines. Does that mean
every llama owner needs to add an Argentine stud? Although some of my friends producing Argentines might say ”yes”, I would
say the answer is probably “no”. However, I would encourage everyone to take a moment and try to understand the role this group
of animals could play in changing the fiber quality and production in your herd.

About the Author

The same Argentine male with an Argentine cut and without
Argentine Alonzo, bred by R&G Acres, now owned by Deb Yeagle
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Ron
and
Gail
Wilkinson live in
Bend,
Oregon,
where Ron retired
as superintendent of
schools in 2015. He
currently serves as
president of the ILR
and on the Board of
Directors. Ron is a
past president of the national Montadale
sheep association and got his first llama in
1998.
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www.rgacres.net
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5th Annual Western Argentine Extravaganza
The largest gathering of Argentine llamas in the United States celebrated its fifth year with the 2018 Western
Argentine Extravaganza, held in conjunction with the annual COLA Black & Blue Festival in Prineville, Oregon. As
the llama industry in the US has begun to focus on fiber production and fiber products, the importance of the Argentine
animals to the total industry has emerged. With approximately thirty head being shown each year, this event has
become an important opportunity for others to see the wonderful qualities that Paul and Sally Taylor first saw with the
Argentines. No other event in the country showcases
Argentine llamas in this manner.
The Extravaganza utilizes a unique show format
for efficiency and to demonstrate the impact of
Argentines in the various llama fiber divisions.
While Argentines are known for their heavy fiber
coverage, when crossed with other type llamas the
resulting fiber falls into various show divisions. One
goal of the Extravaganza is to demonstrate the
quality of llamas the Argentines can be regardless of
their specific fiber division in the show ring. Rather
than a separate Argentine division, the full and partArgentine llamas (50% or more Argentine blood) first
show in their respective fiber division for the COLA
show; ie. suri, silky, heavy wool, extreme heavy, etc.
At the end of the COLA halter show the 13 Argentine females and 15 Argentine males were brought back to
compete in the female and male Argentine Extravaganza classes, regardless of age. Top Five Cash Prizes were awarded
and Grand Champion and Reserve Grand Argentine female and male trophies were also presented.
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Argentine Extravaganza
RGA Lumberjack’s Wisteria Ann

2018 Argentine Top Five Winners:
Grand Female: RGA Lumberjack’s Wisteria Ann by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
Reserve Grand Female: Acacio’s Zinnia Rose RGA by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
3rd Female: Lumberjack’s Spider Chrysanthemum by Rick & Mary Adams
4th Female: Mach’s Amaryllis by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
5th Female: Up to Grace by Becky Cleveland
Grand Male: Argentine Desert Gold by Gene & Betty Moe
Reserve Grand Male: RGA Mach’s Marquis by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
3rd Male: Argentine Midnight Magic by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
4th Male: Mach’s Argentine Earl by Ron & Gail Wilkinson
5th Male: Argentine Perfect Storm by Rita Zorrozua & Wayne Brokaw

Argentine Desert Gold
American Llama Magazine

RGA Mach’s Marquis

Acacio’s Zinnia Rose RGA
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COLA Halter Show Argentine Champions:
RGA Lumberjack’s Wisteria Ann by Ron & Gail Wilkinson - Grand Champion Black Show and Reserve Grand Champion Blue
Show - Moderate Heavy Wool Female
Mach’s Amaryllis by Ron & Gail Wilkinson - Grand Champion Blue Show - Extreme Heavy Wool Female
Acacio’s Zinnia Rose RGA by Ron & Gail Wilkinson - Reserve Grand Champion Blue Show and Grand Champion Black Show Extreme Heavy Wool Female
Argentine Lumberjane by Kyle & Jerrika Mumford - Reserve Grand Champion Black Show - Extreme Heavy Wool Female
Cerrado’s Ophelia by Kyle & Jerrika Mumford - Grand Champion Black Show - Moderate Heavy Wool Female
Argentine Desert Gold by Gene & Betty Moe - Reserve Grand Champion Black Show - Extreme Heavy Wool Male
RGA Mach’s Marquis by Ron & Gail Wilkinson - Grand Champion Black & Blue Shows - Suri Male
COLA Fleece-on Show Argentine Champions:
Mckenzie Lake Enid by Jim & Adrienne Parker - Grand Champion Single w/Crimp
RGA Mach’s Argentine Earl by Ron & Gail Wilkinson - Reserve Grand Champion Single w/Crimp
RGA Mach’s Duke of the Desert by Rick & Mary Adams - Reserve Grand Champion Single w/o Crimp
Mckenzie Lake Tusk by Jim & Adrienne Parker - Reserve Grand Champion Double w/Crimp
COLA Shorn Fleece Show Argentine Champions:
Mckenzie Lake Enid by Jim & Adrienne Parker - Reserve Grand Champion Single w/Crimp
Argentine Desert Gold by Gene & Betty Moe - Grand Champion Single w/o Crimp
Argentine Tourmaline by Gene & Betty Moe - Reserve Grand Champion Single w/o Crimp
Special thanks to all of our 2018 exhibitors: Rick & Mary Adams, Harbon Bukowski, Becky Cleveland, Debbie Hardwick, Gene &
Betty Moe, Kyle & Jerrika Mumford, Jim & Adrienne Parker, Ron & Gail Wilkinson, and Rita Zorrozua & Wayne Brokaw. With the
many new breeders adding Argentines to their breeding program, and the many established Argentine breeders continuing to
upgrade, the competition was exceptional.
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Argentine Llama Aficionados (ALA) consists of a
group of Argentine llama owners as well as those
who just want to learn more about this rare and
exotic llama. We think of ourselves as a fan club,
fans who enjoy the Argentine type of llama –
robust build, heavy bone, fine dense fiber and
great disposition. ALA’s goal is to promote the
Argentine llama and to keep a directory of all
pure Argentines in the USA and Canada.

Check out our website at:
www.argentinellamas.com
http://argentinellamas.com
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Is she or isn’t she… That is the question.
By Debbie Hardwick
Illustrations by Tani Adams
You know, in a way, human women have it pretty good.
If we “think” we’re pregnant - we have test strips
followed by doctor’s appointments with possibly an
ultrasound to confirm. Then after 9 months, in which
our bodies have changed. Parts have gotten bigger,
some parts have disappeared from sight. Our
significant others, if they are smart, know to steer
clear of the “when are you having that baby” and only
hope to survive cheering us on to the completion of
delivering a healthy baby. Llamas, on the other hand...
After the mating ritual and recommended wait time,
are heat tested - spit off, ok, she “may” be bred. You
can then take them to the vet who is only too happy to
take our money. Have an ultrasound or blood test
done, to say - they are “probably” pregnant. So you
wait the 340 to 365 days. “Do you think she’s
pregnant?” “Is she bagging up?” “Does her lady parts
look engorged?” Delivery time! Most llamas deliver
between 11am and 1pm. But some females don’t get the
memo. “Oh my gosh! She’s at the pooh pile..that’s a
sign...Right?!”
American Llama Magazine
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One week past due. We think
she’s pregnant - she’s kinda
grumpy. Two weeks past due.
Crud, I think she was faking it. “No
baby watch today kids, lets go
camping!” Driving home up the
driveway; “Is that a dog chasing
our llamas? Where’s my gun!..”
Nope, just a cute lil cria bounding
behind his momma! Dang, missed
it again!
Everyone has their “recipe”on how
to tell if she’s bred ~ but even the
most tried and true methods can
fail you. Maidens, old hands, spit,
cush or just horizontally
challenged. You get it right...Most
of the time. But they can sure fool
you.
So congrats to all those new
Moms out here and to their human
family that stuck with it, dotted the
I’s and crossed the T’s and still it
was a crap shoot as to..Is She or
Isn’t She ~ aww the love of llamas,
we wouldn’t have it any other way.
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About the Illustrator
About the Author
Debbie Hardwick
I live in Spokane,
WA. I am married

Tani Adams
I live in a small town in the PNW. I
traded my heels for muck boots in
2008 when my daughter was
gifted an alpaca and we were
introduced to the WSU 4-H
program. Soon after I became a 4-

with 3 adult

H leader and the opportunity to

children and 2

meet with the amazing people in

grand-babies. I
have had llamas
since 1993. I got
into llamas to
teach our kids
responsibility with
animals… I fell in love and the rest is history!

the world of llamas inspired my
artwork. My style has a touch of
humor with underlying truth
about llamas. I would like to
thank my llama family for
encouraging me to continue my
dream to become a successful
artist. If you have any requests
for my artwork or would like to
commission me to draw one of
your llamas please contact me at
tanisllamas64@gmail.com.
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The Three R’s of the ILR

✴ Established in 2009 at the request of the ILR

• Registry

•

•

ILR-SD Giving Members What They Want

•

Accurate records based on verifiable genealogy

•

Promoting the value of registered lamas

•

Orderly, efficient, economical access to data

•

Member services in response to member needs

Recognition
•

Universal Awards Program - recognizing
achievements from all show associations

•

Camelid Companion Certification

•

Youth Pot of Gold Program

•

Youth Scholarship Program

Relationships
•

The Gathering of Friends and Champions

•

Western and Eastern Championship Shows

•

Many committee and board opportunities

•

Connecting llamas with new owners
The International Lama Registry
PO Box 8
Kalispell, MT 59903
(406) 755-3438
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membership
✴ Flexible in show structure
✴ No mandatory classes
✴ Multiple fiber divisions with options for local show
management to limit or combine divisions
✴ Recognition of regional differences in the llama
industry
✴ Economical to show
✴ Accurate and timely results
✴ Fun for all

Alone we Struggle; Together we Thrive!
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Llama Literature

Llamas and Us
Our thirty years with llamas
By Sharon Watson

For your reading pleasure (when you’re not busy
reading American Llama of course)
Email submissions for llama literature reviews to
llamamagazine@gmail.com

Helen Cowie, Llama (London:
Reaktion Books Ltd., Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2017),
200pp. Paperback ISBN:
9781780237381, 107 illustrations,
67 in colour, £12.95/$19.95
Helen Cowie is a senior lecturer in
history at the University of York,
England and has written this book
to tell the wondrous stories of
llamas, tracing their history from
early domestication in South
America 7,000 years ago to the
21st century. The Introduction is followed by chapters
with the following titles: Alpacas Unpacked, Peruvian
Sheep, Enlightened Llamas, From the Andes to Outback,
A Very Modern Llama followed by a Timeline and
Bibliography. (continued on next page)
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Llama Literature- Helen Cowie review

In the early Inca civilisation, llamas were used to provide food, leather and fleece for clothing, fat to mummify their
dead, sacrifices as part of religious rituals and transportation. Even their stomach and kidney stones were valued as
lucky charms to provide protection and bring good fortune.
The numbers sacrificed were substantial, as many as 200,000 killed in a year to honour the Sun, but the use of only
males and different types/colours used in different months ensured their numbers and diversity were healthy and
sustained.
At the time of the Spanish Conquest, llama were put to work in the mining industry, slaughtered on a massive scale to
feed the troops and much of their natural habitat was destroyed significantly reducing their numbers and threatening
their very survival.
The Spanish made failed attempts to naturalise them back home with the first reported imports in 1578. She also tells
the story of attempts to introduce llamas and alpacas to Britain, the United States, and Australia, where in the 21st
century, llamas have become popular animals amongst hobby farmers, used for guarding other animals such as
chickens and sheep from predators, carting, trekking, therapy and even golf caddying. At the same time, alpacas have
become successful commercial flocks for some large scale farmers. Between them they have inspired artistic and
literary representations featured in poetry, novels, children’s films and stories, songs and advertisements.
This book is a must read for all llama enthusiast because it explains their interesting history and how we have arrived
at where we are with them today. It is the story of an animal species that once existed in perfect harmony with its
human partners, became over exploited, almost to the point of extinction but fought back to show in the modern era
its vast potential and adaptability for a wider range of purposes and roles.
I remain unclear why the title is just Llama, although I assume it was to fit into the Reaktion Animal Series of which it
is a part. It is just as much about alpacas as llamas and also contains much on guanacos and vicunas. It also provides
no clues as to its contents, basically a social and economic history of camelids with some cultural history and
anthropology thrown in.
Dr Richard Cox
Hillview Llamas
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For Next Time
Spring Publication date: 3-22-19

Advertising/ Article Submission Deadline: 3-1-19

Letter to the Editor

Advertising

Show/Event Recap

Did you enjoy what you read?

Please consider advertising your farm

If you help run a show or event please

Think of something you want to see

or business in order to increase your

write a recap of the event and send a

next time?

exposure and support this magazine

few photos. Best in show information

Let us know at

$50 for a full page, $25 for a half

llamamagazine@gmail.com

page, $10 business card

requested from shows.

A breeder I admire…
In the next issue we’d like to hear from you! We’d like to feature several short pieces written by our readers about a
breeder they admire. Aim for 100-500 words.
Having trouble getting started? You could focus on a breeders show ring success, honest business practices,
excellent animal care, or time spent educating others.
The goal is to give the llama community a wide variety of perspectives on how to improve their program.

www.llamamagazine.com
llamamagazine@gmail.com
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Thank you for reading!
Thank you to all of our contributors: Darrell Anderson,
Terese Evenson, Charlene Arendas, Amanda Wick, Richard
Cox, Ron Wilkinson, Deb Hardwick, Jacob Mumford,
Debbie Arendas, Mary Jo Miller and Tani Adams.
A special thank you to Steve and Sue Rolfing for spending
the day with us and helping to edit the Great Northern
Ranch article.
Thank you to our advertisers for supporting this project
and making this first issue complete with photos and

Please make plans now to advertise
and make submissions to the spring
issue, coming in March.

Spring 2019 Issue Dates
Article/Advertising Submission: 3-1-19
Publication Release: 3-22-19

information about their farms and businesses.

We hope that you enjoyed this first issue of American Llama Magazine. If you did
and want to help support future issues please consider advertising in the spring
issue or making a small donation at
www.gofundme.com/support-american-llama-magazine
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